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1 Introduction

Over the recent years, the duality [1] between the symmetric-product orbifold SymN (T4)

CFT and the tensionless closed string theory on the AdS3×S3×T
4 background with k = 1

unit of pure NS-NS flux has become a very well-studied and carefully understood example

of the AdS/CFT correspondence [2]. This was possible due to the fact that both sides of

this particular instance of holographic duality come out as exactly tractable theories [3–21]

(see [22, 23] for reviews). At the same time, this makes it an ideal playground for testing

and possibly extending the standard holographic dictionary [24, 25]. Such a paradigm was

demonstrated in [26] where, based on exact worldsheet calculations, a duality was proposed

between certain species of D-branes in AdS3 and boundary states in the symmetric-product

orbifold theory. It is therefore natural to follow in this vein and try to learn more useful

lessons towards understanding various aspects of holography.

The main goal of this paper is to study topological defect lines in the symmetric product

orbifold CFTs and investigate the effects of their presence on the physics of the tensionless

strings propagating in the bulk.
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Topological defect operators provide an indispensable tool for realizing the concept of

generalized symmetry in quantum field theory [27–39] (see [40–42] for reviews). Specifi-

cally in 2d conformal field theory, these are represented by insertions of codimension-one

interfaces into correlators. These can be arbitrarily deformed, as long as they do not cross

punctures with operator insertions [43–53]. The defect operators enact global symmetries

(invertible or not) on the CFT Hilbert space. Moving topological interfaces through CFT

correlators then implements the conservation laws associated with the symmetries repre-

sented by the defect. Performing such moves in the case of non-invertible defects, one is

typically left behind with correlators involving defect lines joining insertions of non-local

disorder (or defect-ending) fields – the fields on which a defect may terminate – and defect

junctions. This may give rise to Kramers-Wannier-like order-disorder dualities for CFT

correlators [48].

Symmetric product orbifold theories SymN (X) can be constructed as examples of well-

defined two-dimensional conformal field theories given any consistent 2d CFT X which is

to be used as a seed. As a consequence, the program of writing down topological defects

in symmetric product orbifolds proceeds as in any other 2d CFT. In particular, one has to

ensure that any candidate topological defect solves the standard set of bootstrap conditions,

starting with the defect Cardy condition at genus one [44].

On the other hand, the question of making topological defects part of the conventional

string perturbation theory is much more delicate. On the positive side, as a topological de-

fect defines a map on the Hilbert space of local bulk CFT operators, it should be clear what

is meant by locally wrapping a defect loop around a single isolated puncture with an inser-

tion of a local vertex operator on the worldsheet. However, this stays far from exhausting

the possibilities one has for writing down correlators in a defect CFT: these may include

complicated defect-line networks involving insertions of non-local defect-ending fields. In

particular, the partition functions of the defect-ending fields are not constrained by mod-

ular T-invariance, so that the spins of these fields are not restricted to be integer. Such

worldsheet insertions would be problematic even in off-shell string perturbation theory as

the level matching condition is an important ingredient ensuring consistency of interactions

in standard formulations of string field theory.1 Moreover, allowing topological defects to

wrap non-trivially around cycles of higher-genus worldsheet correlators would generally

infringe on their modular properties and therefore spoil the standard prescription on eval-

uating amplitudes by integrating over the moduli space. Generic defect configurations

would therefore seem hard to make sense of on the worldsheet.

In light of these comments, given the existence of the duality between the symmetric-

product orbifold theory SymN (T4) and the k = 1 string theory on AdS3× S3×T
4 which is

amenable to an exact worldsheet description, one may hope to learn useful lessons on how

to make topological defects come to terms with string perturbation theory by characterizing

bulk duals of topological defects in the spacetime CFT. Furthermore, such a program may

shed light on realizations of non-invertible symmetries on the worldsheet [56] by following

1See [54, 55] for a recent discussion on the possibility of formulating string field theory without the level

matching condition.
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the holographic correspondence starting from spacetime generalized symmetries encoded

by non-invertible defects in the SymN (T4) theory.2

Operators in the twisted sector symmetric product orbifold, even without the presence

of defect operators, are inherently non-local, as they have branch cuts causing fundamental

fields to become multi-valued. A standard trick in computing correlation functions of

such operators is to pass to a covering space on which the fundamental fields in the path

integral are single-valued [67, 68]. In the large-N limit, correlators of the symmetric orbifold

SymN (X) admit a genus expansion in 1/
√
N , where the genus is identified with the genus

of the covering space contributing at that order. Holographically, this has a very clean

interpretation: the covering spaces in the symmetric orbifold are worldsheets in AdS3 [69].

The dictionary between covering spaces and worldsheets is an extremely powerful one

conceptually, since it allows one to identify what a bulk worldsheet calculation should look

like, even if one does not have a direct definition of the bulk theory. For example, if the

seed theory X is formulated on a manifold with boundary, then the covering spaces arising

in the calculation of correlation functions will also have boundaries. This allows one to

immediately identify end-of-the-world branes as the holographic dual of certain classes of

boundary states in the symmetric orbifold [26].

Following this logic for the computation of symmetric orbifold correlators with topo-

logical defect lines, we are lead to a natural guess, namely that the bulk duals of these

defects should be given by a construction involving topological defects on the string world-

sheet. From a bulk spacetime perspective, these topological defects should be thought of

as brane-like objects extending the spacetime defects into the bulk [39, 59, 60, 63, 64].

The worldsheet theory will see a defect line wherever the worldsheet intersects one of these

branes. Crucially, these branes are not to be thought of as giving rise to open-string degrees

of freedom as was the case in [26]. Instead, we will see that they are to be associated with

modified closed-string backgrounds.

In this paper, we explore precisely how this duality plays out. After constructing

various classes of topological defect lines in the symmetric orbifold CFT, we construct

bulk/worldsheet backgrounds which are holographically dual to the topological defects

of the spacetime boundary theory. We do so by exhibiting the corresponding modular-

invariant worldsheet partition function which arises upon gauging a suitable defect on

the worldsheet which inherits the global symmetry action from the spacetime defect, in

line with the observations of [70]. Specifically, we identify the states which are dual to

twisted-sector disorder fields in the symmetric product CFT. These states belong to the

twisted sectors of the (generalized) orbifold which arises upon gauging the aforementioned

worldsheet defect, and live in spectrally-flowed sectors of the worldsheet WZW model. In

all cases we consider, we find that the worldsheet theory naturally supports topological

defect lines identical to those which are ‘lifted’ to the covering space in the symmetric

orbifold. Specializing to the symmetric orbifold of the T4 sigma model (the case of interest

holographically), we find a precise match between the spectrum of disorder fields for an

2See [39, 39, 56–66] for recent works discussing topological defects and generalized symmetry in the

context of holography and string theory.
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explicit example of maximally-symmetric defect in the SymN (T4) theory and the worldsheet

partition function constructed by gauging a worldsheet defect involving the corresponding

seed T
4 defect as a factor. We also comment on a slightly more exotic class of defects in the

symmetric orbifold (the ‘sign’ defects), and interpret them from the worldsheet perspective

as well.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we construct topological defects in the

symmetric orbifold theory which preserve the SN symmetry. In Section 3, we specialize to

the symmetric orbifold of T4 and construct a dual worldsheet background in AdS3×S3×T4

whose spectrum precisely matches that of the dual CFT. We end our exposition in Section

4 with a brief summary and a list of potential future directions. Finally, we include various

appendices reviewing topological defects in 2D CFTs in general, as well as providing various

examples in well-known theories.

Note added: During the completion of this manuscript, the work [71] appeared which

independently covers the topic of defects in symmetric-product orbifold CFTs and their

holographic duals.

2 Topological defects in the symmetric product orbifold

In this section we will discuss the structure of the symmetric product orbifolds of topological

defect CFTs. While we are primarily interested in the case of T4, we will not insist on

fixing a particular seed CFT for much of this discussion. See Appendix A for a short review

of topological defect lines in 2D CFTs and Appendices B and C for a number of explicit

examples of TDLs in various CFTs.

2.1 Symmetric product without defects

First, let us recall the definition of the symmetric orbifold CFT (see [72, 73] for reviews).

Let X be a CFT with central charge c. We can construct a new CFT by considering the

tensor product of N copies of X with itself, and orbifolding the SN permutation symmetry.

The resulting CFT is the symmetric orbifold of X, written as

SymN (X) = X⊗N/SN , (2.1)

and has central charge cN .

2.1.1 Spectrum and partition function

As in any orbifold CFT, the Hilbert space of SymN (X) decomposes into twisted sectors,

labeled by conjugacy classes of SN . Specifically, we write

H =
⊕

[g]

InvSN

(
H[g]

)
, (2.2)

where the sum is over conjugacy classes [g] of the symmetric group. The notation InvSN

means that we only keep states which are invariant under the action of SN . Thus, states
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in the symmetric orbifold fall into twisted sectors labeled by a permutation [σ], as well as

r representations of the Virasoro algebra with central charge c. We will use this fact below

in constructing topological defects in SymN (X).

The partition function of the orbifold theory is found by computing the trace over the

spectrum of H[g] with the insertion of the projection operator 1
N !

∑
h h, which projects onto

the space of states invariant under SN , as in (2.2). Geometrically, this trace computes the

partition function of X⊗N such that the fields are twisted by the permutation g along the

space cycle and by h along the time cycle. This is only a consistent boundary condition if

g and h commute, and so the partition function can be reduced to a sum over pairs h, g

such that hg = gh, that is

ZN (t) =
1

N !

∑

g,h∈SN
gh=hg

TrH[g]
[h qL0− c

24 q̄L̄0− c
24 ] , (2.3)

where q = e2πit. Here the sum over g runs over the twisted sectors while the sum over

h projects onto SN invariant states. In order to proceed with finding a more explicit

expression for the symmetric-product partition function, it is first convenient to express

the projected traces over twisted sectors in terms of the seed CFT partition function Z(t, t̄)

as [74–76]

TrH[g]
[h qL0− c

24 q̄L̄0− c
24 ] =

∏

ξ∈O(g,h)

Z(tξ) , (2.4)

where O(g, h) denotes the set of orbits of the subgroup generated by the two commuting

elements g, h ∈ SN acting on the set {1, 2, . . . , N}. Also, the modular parameter tξ is

defined as

tξ =
µξt+ κξ
λξ

(2.5)

where µξ is the number of g-orbits in ξ, λξ is the common length of the g-orbits in ξ and κξ
is the smallest non-negative integer such that the relation hµξ = gκξ holds on all elements

of ξ. In particular, it follows that κξ ∈ {0, . . . , λξ − 1}. Substituting the trace (2.4) into

(2.3), the sum over g, h ∈ SN can be reorganized as a sum over integer partitions of N to

give

ZN (t) =
∑

{ml}∑
l ml=N

∏

l

1

ml!
Tml

Z(t) , (2.6)

where the Hecke operator Tk acts on the seed CFT partition function as

TkZ(t) =
1

k

∑

w|k

w−1∑

b=0

Z

( k
w t+ b

w

)
. (2.7)

Instead of fixing the number N of the copies of the seed CFT, one may decide to work

at a fixed fugacity p for N . The corresponding grandcanonical partition function then
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exponentiates as

Z(p; t) = 1 +

∞∑

N=1

pNZN (t) = exp

( ∞∑

k=1

pkTkZ(t)

)
. (2.8)

Finally, in order to exhibit the interpretation of multi-cycle twisted sectors in terms of

multiparticle states, let us note that one can rewrite the grandcanonical partition function

in the DMVV form3 [77]

Z(p; t) =
∞∏

w=1

∏

h,h̄
h−h̄∈wZ

(
1− pwq h

w q̄
h̄
w

)−c(h,h̄)
, (2.9)

where the positive integers c(h, h̄) denote the number of states with dimensions (h, h̄) in

the spectrum. This can be recognized as a partition function of a Fock space, where each

triplet (h, h̄, w) contributes c(h, h̄) bosonic creation operators. The single-particle spectrum

is then encoded in the partition function [1]

Zs.p.(t) =
∞∑

w=1

Z ′
(
t

w

)
, (2.10)

where the ′ was introduced as a reminder that the projection onto states with h− h̄ ∈ wZ
is in place.

2.1.2 Fractional Virasoro algebra

The theory X⊗N contains N copies L
(i)
n of the Virasoro algebra. In the symmetric orbifold

SymN (X), the structure of the Virasoro algebra depends on the precise twisted sector one

lives in. The conjugacy classes [σ] of SN are labeled by the cycle type ℓ1, . . . , ℓr of their

permutations. As explained in [78, 79], the conjugacy class of cycle type ℓ1, . . . , ℓr contains

r fractional Virasoro algebras of the form

L(j)
p , p ∈ Z

ℓj
, j = 1, . . . , r . (2.11)

These generators satisfy the fractional Virasoro algebra

[L(j)
p , L(j)

q ] = (p − q)L(j)
p+q +

cℓj
12
p(p2 − 1)δp+q,0 . (2.12)

Moreover, the representations of the fractional Virasoro algebra are isomorphic to those of

the seed theory Virasoro algebra, since we can make the redefinition

L̂(j)
n = L

(j)
n/p +

c(ℓ2j − 1)

24ℓj
δn,0 , n ∈ Z (2.13)

The scaled generators L̂
(j)
n satisfy the original, non-fractional, Virasoro algebra with central

charge c.4

3Here and in the following, we will be suppressing the omnipresent shift c
24n

(n2
− 1) in the ground state

energy.
4If X admits further symmetries Wn, we can also define a fractional W-algebra on X⊗N/SN , see [78].
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2.2 Lifting defects to the symmetric orbifold

Let us consider a topological defect line L in the seed theory X. As explained in detail

in Appendix A, we can think of L as a linear operator L : H → H which commutes with

the Virasoro generators. Let i be an index labelling the Verma modules of the Virasoro

algebra on X. Since L commutes with the Virasoro generators on X, we can in general

write

L =
∑

i

DiΠi , (2.14)

where Πi projects onto the Verma modules and Di is the eigenvalue of L in that module.

These operators implement the action of generalized symmetries on the Hilbert space H of

the theory X.

2.2.1 Defect operators

In lifting the defects to the symmetric orbifold theory, we want to consider linear operators

L : H → H which commute with the (fractional) Virasoro algebra of the orbifold CFT in

each twisted sector. As a consequence, we can decompose L as a sum over projectors on

each twisted sector H[σ]. Putting everything together, we can decompose L as

L =
∑

[σ]

∑

i1,...,ir

Di1,...,ir ,[σ]Πi1,...,irΠ[σ] , (2.15)

where Π[σ] is a projection onto the twisted sector H[σ], and Πi1,...,ir projects onto the Verma

modules ij of the Virasoro generators L̂
(j)
n (and where r is the number of disjoint cycles in

[σ]).

As was done for the boundary states in [26] (see also [80] for a more general analysis),

we will focus exclusively on the case of maximally-fractional topological defects. These are

the defects which can be thought of as an uplift of a single defect L of the seed CFT X.

If L has a decomposition of the form (2.14), then we can define a defect in the symmetric

orbifold as

Lρ =
∑

[σ]

∑

i1,...,ir

Di1 · · ·Dirχρ([σ])Πi1,...,irΠ[σ] . (2.16)

Here, χρ is the character of some SN representation ρ, which we allow to be generic. Defects

of the form (2.16) represent a large class of defects (and, correspondingly, generalized

symmetries) in SymN (X) which can be constructed from a pair (L, ρ) of a topological

defect L in X and a representation ρ of SN . If one takes ρ to be the trivial representation,

the defect (2.16) gives a direct uplift of any generalized symmetry of the seed theory X

into the symmetric-product orbifold theory SymN (X).

2.2.2 Fusion rules and invertibility

Let us consider two topological defects L1,L2 in the seed theory X. The fusion of these

defects gives a third defect L1L2 with decomposition

L1L2 =
∑

i

Di(L1)Di(L2)Πi . (2.17)
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Now, let us consider two topological defects L1,L2 in the symmetric orbifold. We take L1

to be constructed from the pair (L1, ρ1), and similarly for L2. We have

L1L2 =
∑

[σ]

∑

i1,...,ir

Di1(L1)Di1(L2) · · ·Dir(L1)Dir (L2)χρ1([σ])χρ2([σ])Πi1 ,...,irΠ[σ] (2.18a)

=
∑

[σ]

∑

i1,...,ir

Di1(L1L2) · · ·Dir(L1L2)χρ1⊗ρ2([σ])Πi1 ,...,irΠ[σ] . (2.18b)

That is, the fusion of maximally-symmetric defects in SymN (X) is inherited from the fusion

of the seed defects in X and the representation category of SN .

Given a maximally-symmetric defect Lρ in SymN (X), the above discussion tells us that

Lρ is invertible if and only if both the corresponding seed defect and the representation ρ

are invertible. This gives us precisely two cases of invertible maximally-fractional defects

in SymN (X):

• L is an invertible defect in X and ρ is the trivial representation. This is the case we

will be most interested in below and we will simply denote it by L0. It defines an

uplift of any invertible symmetry of the seed theory X into the symmetric-product

orbifold SymN (X).

• L is an invertible defect in X and ρ is the alternating representation χρ([σ]) = sgn(σ).

In this case, we have the symmetric orbifold defect
∑

[σ]

sgn(σ)
∑

i1,...,ir

Di1(L) · · ·Dir(L)Πi1,...,irΠ[σ] . (2.19)

Without loss of generality, we can always take L to be the trivial defect with Di = 1,

and recover the more general case by fusing with L0. With this in mind, we define

the ‘sign defect’

Lsign =
∑

[σ]

sgn(σ)Π[σ] . (2.20)

The sign defect simply maps the state |ψ〉([σ]) in the [σ]-twisted sector to the state

sgn(σ) |ψ〉([σ]). Blowing up a defect loop Lsign inside any SymN (X) n-point correla-

tion function on the sphere which involves insertions of single-cycle twist fields with

cycle lengths wi and shrinking it around the punctures, this yields the selection rule

[68]

n∑

i=1

(wi + 1) ∈ 2Z (2.21)

in order for the correlator to be non-zero.

Also, given a non-invertible duality defect in the seed theory (that is, a defect which fuses

with its conjugate to yield a superposition of invertible group-like defects), the correspond-

ing uplift Lρ into SymN (X) is a duality defect provided that ρ has invertible fusion rules

in SN , i.e. it fuses with the conjugate representation ρ∗ to a superposition of the trivial

and the sign representations.
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2.3 Defect correlators on a torus

Given a maximally-fractional defect Lρ, the focus of our interest will now be the Hilbert

space H(Lρ) of states in SymN (X) twisted by the defect, i.e. the space of defect-ending

fields. The content of H(Lρ) is encoded in the torus correlation function (ZN )0,1(t) involv-

ing a single insertion of Lρ along the temporal cycle of the base torus of the symmetric

product orbifold CFT [44]. Positive integrality of the multiplicities entering this torus

correlator will serve as an important consistency check of the defect lines (2.16). The

spectrum of the non-local bulk fields encoded by this defect partition function generally

differs from the spectrum of local bulk fields dictated by the modular invariant partition

function (2.3). In particular, as the defect partition function is not required to be invari-

ant under the modular T-transformation (as explained in Appendix A, it instead has to

obey the transformation rules (A.12) under PSL(2,Z)), it allows for fields with non-integer

spin. We will be especially interested into the spectra of disorder fields (the fields on which

invertible group-like defects can end) as these typically enter statements of order-disorder

dualities, which in turn arise as a consequence of moving non-invertible duality defects

inside correlators of local bulk fields. More generally, one can be interested in correlators

(ZN )α,β(t) involving an instertion of a defect which winds α times around the spatial cycle

and β times around the temporal cycle. These are related by modular transformations as

the labels (α, β) transform as a modular doublet under PSL(2,Z) (see (A.12)).

We start with an insertion of the defect line around the spatial cycle of the torus which

is determined simply by inserting the defect operator (2.16) into the trace over bulk-CFT

Hilbert space. Doing this, one obtains

(ZN )1,0(t) =
1

N !

∑

g,h∈SN
gh=hg

χρ([g])
∏

ξ∈O(g,h)

Zµξ,0(tξ) , (2.22)

where Zm,n(t) are the defect torus correlators in the seed theory where the defect L winds

m times around the spatial cycle and n times around the temporal cycle. The modular

parameter tξ was defined in (2.5).

2.3.1 A useful result

In order to perform the modular S-transformation on (2.22), we make use of the following

result. Let k be a fixed integer and let w, b be such that w|k and b ∈ Z/wZ. Given w, b we

can define a transformation (w, b)→ (w̃, b̃) where w̃ and b̃ are given as

w̃ =
k

gcd(w, b)
, (2.23a)

b̃ =
k

w
γ(w, b) . (2.23b)

Here γ(w, b) is the modular inverse of − b
gcd(w,b) in Z/( w

gcd(w,b)Z), that is

−γ(w, b) b

gcd(w, b)
≡ 1 mod

w

gcd(w, b)
. (2.24)
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It is not difficult to see that w̃|k and b̃ ∈ Z/w̃Z. Furthermore, let M be the modular

transformation which maps

k
w t+ b

w

M7−→
k
w̃ t̃+ b̃

w̃
, (2.25)

where t̃ = −1
t . Then one can run the Euclidean algorithm to establish that M acts on

modular doublets as

(
k
w̃α− b̃β, w̃β

) M7−→
(
− k

wβ − bα,wα
)

(2.26)

for any α, β (that is, by simultaneously mapping (w, b) 7→ (w̃, b̃) and (α, β) 7→ (β,−α)).
This result immediately establishes the equality

Z k
w̃α−b̃β,w̃β

( k
w̃ t̃+ b̃

w̃

)
= Z

− k
wβ−bα,wα

( k
w t+ b

w

)
(2.27)

between defect torus correlators upon enacting the modular S-transformation t 7→ t̃ = −1/t
on the modular parameter t.

2.3.2 Partition function of defect-ending fields

It is then not difficult to convince oneself that for a fixed orbit ξ ∈ O(g, h), interchanging the
roles of the two commuting group elements g, h ∈ SN in the definition of the parameters λξ,

κξ and µξ is precisely implemented by the transformation (2.23) upon identifying k = λξµξ,

d = λξ and b = κξ. Hence, performing the modular S-transformation t 7→ −1/t (using the

result (2.27) specialized to the case α = 1, β = 0), the partition function of the defect-

ending fields reads

(ZN )0,1(t) =
1

N !

∑

g,h∈SN
gh=hg

χρ([h])
∏

ξ∈O(g,h)

Z−κξ,λξ
(tξ) . (2.28)

Comparing with (2.3) and (2.4), we observe that: 1. there is an additional factor of χρ([h])

in the sum over h and 2. the seed CFT torus correlators are decorated by the winding

numbers of the defect which depend on g and h. As for the appearance of the character

χρ([h]), this means that instead of projecting onto SN -invariant states, the sum over h is

now projecting the twisted sectors onto states which transform in the representation ρ of

SN . On the other hand, the effect of summing over the winding numbers of the seed theory

defect at the level of (2.28) is less obvious. We will see below that for generic defect lines

L, this sum indeed imposes a projection on the tensor product of Hilbert spaces of defect

ending fields in the seed CFT, so that (2.28) is indeed a consistent partition function, as

required by the defect Cardy condition. We will make this claim very manifest in the cases

where L enacts an non-anomalous invertible symmetry on the seed CFT Hilbert space.

2.3.3 Grandcanonical ensemble

From this point on, let us specialize on the two invertible representations of SN which

appear universally for all N (the trivial representation and the sign representation) so that
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it makes sense to consider the partition functions of a grandcanonical ensemble of theories.

In these cases, it is not difficult to establish that a generic torus correlator where the

symmetric product orbifold defect Lρ winds α times around the spatial cycle and β times

around the temporal cycle can be expressed as

(ZN )α,β(t) =
∑

{ml}∑
l ml=N

∏

l

1

ml!
T (α,β)
ml

Z(t) , (2.29)

where we have introduced the defect Hecke operators

T
(α,β)
k Z(t) =

1

k
ǫk(α+β)

∑

w|k
ǫ

k
w
α+wβ

w−1∑

b=0

ǫb(w+1)βZ k
w
α−bβ,wβ

( k
w t+ b

w

)
. (2.30)

The parameter ǫ is set to +1 when ρ is the trivial representation and to −1 when ρ is the

sign representation. As in the case of the pure bulk torus partition function, we therefore

obtain that the grandcanonical ensemble

Zα,β(p; t) = 1 +
∞∑

N=1

pN (ZN )α,β(t) (2.31)

of the defect torus correlators (ZN )α,β can be exponentiated as

Zα,β(p; t) = exp

( ∞∑

k=1

pkT
(α,β)
k Z(t)

)
(2.32a)

= exp

( ∞∑

a,w=1

[ǫ(α+β)p]aw

aw
ǫaα+wβ

w−1∑

b=0

ǫb(w+1)βZaα−bβ,wβ

(
at+ b

w

))
. (2.32b)

We also note that if the seed theory X is equipped with a spin structure and an extra

U(1) current with fugacity y (for example in [13]), then the grandcanonical defect torus

correlator will instead read5

Zα,β

[
m

n

]
(p, y; t) = exp




∞∑

a,w=1

paw

aw

w−1∑

b=0

Zaα−bβ,wβ

[
am+ bn

wn

](
ya;

at+ b

w

)
 . (2.33)

Here, the doublet

[
m

n

]
with m,n ∈ {0, 12} encodes the boundary conditions

ψ(z + τ) = (−1)2mψ(z) , ψ(z + 1) = (−1)2nψ(z) (2.34)

for any spinor ψ. These are the same as for the local bulk partition function, meaning that

in the seed theory, the defect L is assumed to act trivially on the fermionic part of X.

5Setting, for the sake of clarity, ǫ = 1, as it can be reintroduced straightforwardly based on the form of

(2.32).
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2.3.4 Cyclic projection

Let us now specialize to the case α = 0 and β = 1, so that (2.32) computes the grand-

canonical partition function of the defect-ending fields for the maximally-fractional defect

Lρ (recall that we are taking ρ to be either the trivial or the sign representation of SN ).

In order to proceed with manipulating (2.32) into a DMVV-like form, we conjecture that

for any topological defect L in the seed theory X, we can recast

1

w

w−1∑

b=0

ǫb(w+1)Z−b,w

(
at+ b

w

)
= TrH(Lw)Πwq

a
w
(L0− c

24
)q̄

a
w
(L̄0− c

24
) ≡ Z ′

0,w

(
at

w

)
, (2.35)

where Πw is a projector on the Hilbert space H(Lw) of fields on which the defect Lw can

end.

First, in the trivial case when L is the identity defect and ǫ = 1, we have already

remarked above that (2.35) holds with Πw being the projector onto states with spin h− h̄ ∈
wZ. Allowing for ǫ = −1 (the sign-defect), this projection instead selects spins such that

h− h̄+
1

2
w(w + 1) ∈ wZ . (2.36)

We observe that (2.36) gives the spin h−h̄
w of the single-particle defect ending fields of the

sign defect Lsign to be integer for w ∈ 2Z + 1 and half-integer for w ∈ 2Z.

For a general seed-CFT topological defect line L, the form of the projector Πw strongly

depends on the nature of L. In the cases when L is invertible and non-anomalous, it is

possible to unambiguously extend [29] the action of the operator L also to the Hilbert

spaces H(Ln) so that one may express

Zm,n(t) = TrH(Ln)[LmqL0− c
24 q̄L̄0− c

24 ] . (2.37)

As a consequence, the relation (2.35) can be seen to hold with the projector6

Πw =
1

w

w−1∑

b=0

L−be2πi
b
w
(L0−L̄0) . (2.38)

Finally, instead of attempting to prove the validity of (2.35) for a general (possibly anoma-

lous and non-invertible) topological defect, we demonstrate that it holds in the cases of

various explicit realizations of TDLs: see Appendix B.3 for the TDLs L(k2 ) in su(2)k WZW

models which, for odd k, are invertible but anomalous, Appendix B.1 for the invertible

defect L(ε) and non-invertible duality defect L(σ) in the Ising model, and, Appendix B.2

for the non-invertible and non-duality defect of the (G2)1 WZW model.

Applying the result (2.35) to the grand canonical partition function (2.32) for α = 0,

β = 1, we can first rewrite

Z0,1(p; t) = exp

( ∞∑

a,w=1

paw

a
ǫ(a+1)wZ ′

0,w

(
at

w

))
. (2.39)

6Indeed, we can prove that the operator Πw given by (2.38) satisfies Π2
w = Πw under the assumption

that L
−wαe2πi(L0−L0) = id on H(Lαw). This, in turn, follows from the modular properties (A.12) of the

correlators Zm,n(t).
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Notice that the sign ǫ(a+1)w which appears in (2.39) in the case Lsign furnishes a natural

interpretation that the single-particle states have bosonic statistics for even w and fermionic

statistics for odd w. Then, since we are cycling through a particles, one picks up an

additional sign (−1)a+1 if these are fermions. Comparing this result with the spin of

the single-particle states, as dictated by the projection (2.36), we conclude that the defect-

ending fields of the sign-defect Lsign violate spin-statistics. This is not so surprising because

these are non-local states. Indeed, as illustrated by many examples in Appendices B and

C (see also Section 2.5 below), for a generic non-trivial topological defect L in a bosonic

CFT X, the spins of the defect-ending fields are not restricted to be integral while the

fields themselves are treated as bosonic.

2.3.5 The single-particle spectrum

Coming back to (2.39), one can straightforwardly manipulate it further into

Z0,1(p; t) =

∞∏

w=1

exp

(
−ǫw TrH(Lw)

[
Πw log

(
1− ǫwpwq

L0
w q̄

L̄0
w

)])
. (2.40)

Denoting by H′(Lw) the subspace of H(Lw) surviving the projection by Πw, we can recast

(2.40) into a DMVV-like form

Z0,1(p; t) =
∞∏

w=1

detH′(Lw)

[
1− ǫwpwq

L0
w q

L0
w

]−ǫw

. (2.41)

In line with the above discussion, we notice that in the case of the sign defect (ǫ = −1),
this can be interpreted as a partition function on a Fock space where even values of w

contribute with bosonic creation operators while odd values of w contribute with fermionic

creation operators.7 On the other hand, when ρ is the trivial representation of SN , all

particles are bosonic, as it was the case for the local bulk fields. Overall, one can conclude

that analogously to the Hilbert space of local bulk fields, the Hilbert space of defect ending

fields for generic maximally-fractional defects L0 and Lsign furnishes an interpretation in

terms of multiparticle states, with the single-particle partition function

Zs.p.
0,1 (t) =

∞∑

w=1

TrH′(Lw)

[
q

L0
w q

L̄0
w

]
(2.42a)

=

∞∑

w=1

Z ′
0,w

(
t

w

)
(2.42b)

where Z ′
0,w is the seed theory defect partition function restricted to the subspace H′(Lw).

Notice that a twist-w defect-ending field for the maximally fractional defect L is taken

from the seed-theory Hilbert space H(Lw) of defect-ending fields for w copies of the seed-

theory defect L: this was to be expected because locally, the preimage of the neighbourhood

of a twist-w puncture in the covering space contains w copies of the defect line. Also note

7See [81] for a different construction (based on discrete torsion) endowing twisted sectors with definite

statistics depending on their cycle lengths.
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that the dependence on ǫ has not completely dropped out from (2.42), as the nature of

the projection ′ of the Hilbert space H(Lw) depends on whether we are taking ǫ = +1 or

ǫ = −1: as we have already remarked, in the case of the sign-defect (ǫ = −1) the defect-

ending fields with odd w have integer spin and behave as fermions, while the states with

even w have half-integer spin and behave as bosons. Moreover, when all defects are trivial,

we recover the usual single-particle spectrum of the symmetric orbifold.

Finally, notice that in the cases when the action of L can be consistently extended to

the spaces H(Lw) (such as when the defect line L corresponds to an invertible and non-

anomalous symmetry of the theory X), one can manipulate the grandcanonical ensemble

Zα,β of the maximally-fractional defect torus correlator for generic α, β as

Zα,β(p; t) =

∞∏

w=1

exp

(
−ǫwβTrH(Lwβ )

[
Πw log

(
1− ǫαǫw(α+β)pwLαq

L0
w q̄

L̄0
w

)])
(2.43a)

=
∞∏

w=1

detH′(Lwβ)

[
1− ǫαǫw(α+β)Lαpwq

L0
w q

L0
w

]−ǫwβ

, (2.43b)

where now Πw is explicitly given by (2.38). This yields the single-particle defect torus

correlators

Zs.p.
α,β (t) =

∞∑

w=1

TrH′(Lwβ)

[
ǫα(w+1)Lαq

L0
w q

L0
w

]
(2.44a)

=

∞∑

w=1

ǫα(w+1)Z ′
α,wβ

(
t

w

)
. (2.44b)

In the case when the seed theory X contains a fermionic component, the results (2.42) and

(2.44) have to be modified as (focusing on the NS-NS sector twisted by (−1)F+F̄ , for the

sake of concreteness)

Zs.p.
α,β

[
0
1
2

]
(y; t) =

∞∑

w=1

ǫα(w+1)Z ′
α,wβ

[
0
w
2

](
y;
t

w

)
. (2.45)

That is, for odd w, the seed theory correlator contributes to the single-particle correlator

with the NS-NS sector while for w even, it contributes with the R-R sector.

2.3.6 Geometric construction

We will now make a couple of comments about the geometrical interpretation of the above

construction of the defect torus correlators in the symmetric product orbifold theory. We

will focus on the simple case of the maximally-fractional defect L0 for which ρ is the trivial

representation. Let Σ be the torus we formulate the SymN (X) theory on. For every pair

g, h in SN , we can associate a covering space Σ̃ of the torus by ‘stitching together’ the N

copies of the fields in X. That is, we define Σ̃ such that the multi-valued fields on Σ lift

to single-valued fields on Σ̃. The degree of the covering space Σ̃ will be N . The defect L0

will then lift to the seed theory defect L on some cycle of Σ̃, see Figure 1. This cycle is

determined by the preimage of the location of L0 under the map Σ̃ → Σ. As usual, we
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L0

g

h =

L

L

Figure 1: The g-twisted sector contribution to the defect symmetric orbifold partition

function. The defect L0 is lifted to the covering space imposed by the monodromy of the

symmetric orbifold.

would like to compute the grandcanonical ensemble

ZL0(p; t) =
∞∑

N=0

pN (ZN )L0(t) (2.46)

of the torus correlation functions (ZN )L0(t) where the defect L0 wraps some cycle in Σ.

Since (ZN )L0(t) is found by summing over all covering spaces of degreeN , then log ZL0(p; t)

will be expressed in terms of connected covering spaces with degree weighted by p, weighted

by automorphism. That is, we can write

ZL0(p; t) = exp




∑

Σ̃ connected

pdeg(Σ̃→Σ)

|Aut(Σ̃→ Σ)|
ZL(Σ̃)


 , (2.47)

where ZL is the torus correlation function of the seed theory X with the insertion of the

preimage L of the original defect L0 on Σ̃.

For the sake of concreteness, let us parameterize the base torus as

Σ = C
2/Z⊕ tZ , (2.48)

with Im(t) > 0 being the modulus of the torus. Now, let the A-cycle be z → z + 1 and

the B-cycle z → z + t. We can consider a maximally-fractional defect L0 placed on the

homology cycle B. As we have done in the preceding sections, let us denote the grand

canonical partition function in this case by Z0,1(p; t), where the subscript tells us that L0

wraps the A-cycle zero times and the B-cycle once. As discussed above, Z0,1 is computed

by summing over all connected covering spaces of the base torus. These covering spaces

are also tori (by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula) and are labeled by positive integers a, b, w

with b = 0, 1, . . . , w − 1. The degree of such a covering map is aw, and the degree of its

automorphism group is also aw. The covering map Γ : Σ̃→ Σ acts on the homology cycles

Ã, B̃ of Σ̃ as

Γ(Ã) = wA , Γ(B̃) = aB + bA . (2.49)

The pre-image of the defect L0 is thus N times the pre-image of B under this map,

i.e. wB̃ − bÃ. Furthermore, the modular parameter of the covering space is (at + b)/w.

Altogether, the grandcanonical torus correlator (2.32) therefore reduces to (2.32) with

ǫ = +1.
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2.4 Defects in sphere correlation functions

Aside from the torus partition function, we can also consider the case of a sphere correlation

function of local bulk twist fields in the symmetric product orbifold SymN (X) in the

presence of a nontrivial defect which wraps around one or more of the local bulk fields.

These are important objects to consider as they should be holographically computed by

on-shell closed-string amplitudes on a suitable AdS3 background. For simplicity (and for

connection to holographic calculations), let us focus purely on the case of single-cycle twist

fields. These are states σw in the twisted sector corresponding to permutations of cycle

types (1 · · ·w). In addition, these w-twist vacua can be decorated by non-identity states in

the theory X, as per the single-particle content which is dictated by the partition function

(2.42). The correlation function

〈σw1(x1) · · · σwn(xn)〉 (2.50)

on the sphere is calculated by passing to a covering space Γ : Σ→ CP
1 such that

Γ(z) ∼ xi +O((z − zi)wi) (2.51)

near n marked points zi on Σ [67–69, 73, 82]. The complex structure of the covering

space is found by demanding that Γ is a holomorphic map. In principle, there are many

such distinct choices of covering spaces, and one needs to sum over them, weighted by the

appropriate path integral on the covering space (see [68, 83] for details).

Calculation of sphere correlators involving defect loops will strongly depend on whether

we are inserting an invertible or non-invertible topological defect. For the non-invertible

ones, we will focus on the duality defects in the SymN (X) theory which carry the triv-

ial representation of SN , that is the defects L0 such that the fusion L0L
†
0 results in a

superposition of invertible group-like defects.

2.4.1 Invertible defects wrapping local bulk fields

Let us consider wrapping an invertible maximally-fractional defect loop L around a subset

of punctures on a sphere. Deforming the loop and making use of the invertibility property,

this can be directly related to calculating the sphere correlator where defect loops L wrap

the individual punctures. Provided that local bulk fields of the SymN (X) theory were

inserted at the punctures, these get mapped to (generally different) local bulk fields by the

action of L. Hence, the calculation of the defect sphere correlator reduces to the calculation

of a sphere correlator of local bulk fields, where (a subset of) the insertions were acted upon

by L.

While this does not provide any qualitatively new structures in terms of computing the

correlators by means of the covering-map technology, acting with invertible defect loops

inside correlators generally enables neat derivation of conservation laws (Ward identities)

associated with the global invertible symmetries enacted by L. For L0 (fixing the trivial

representation of SN ), these arise as natural uplift of whatever conservation laws were

present in the seed theory X to the individual wi-twisted sectors of the symmetric-product

orbifold. Given that correlators in SymN (X) compute amplitudes of closed strings on
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AdS3 × S3 × X at k = 1 unit of pure NS-NS flux (where we typically take X = T
4), the

invertible symmetries associated with L0 become global symmetries of the space-time in

which the string propagates. Locally on the worldsheet, these are enacted by the topological

defect which acts trivially on the psu(1, 1|2)1 factor and is equal to L in the X factor of

the worldsheet theory.

On the other hand, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, wrapping a defect loop Lsign around

local bulk punctures in a sphere correlator, one can derive the selection rule (2.21) on the

cycle-lengths wi. Incarnation of this invertible defect in the worldsheet CFT can be used to

derive the corresponding selection rule on the spectral flow parameters of vertex-operator

insertions in order for worldsheet correlators (and hence amplitudes) to be non-zero.

2.4.2 Non-invertible duality defects and disorder correlators

The computation becomes more interesting when the defect loop L wrapping a subset of

punctures in a sphere correlator is a non-invertible duality defect. Attempting to deform

such a loop around individual local bulk insertions, one does not only end up with a

sphere correlator of local bulk fields acted upon by L (as was the case for the invertible

defects) but generally also picks up contributions from sphere correlators where invertible

topological defect lines run between punctures with insertions of disorder fields – the fields

on which invertible defects may terminate. Hence, inserting duality defect loops into sphere

correlators may generally provide potentially interesting order-disorder dualities between

correlators involving only local bulk fields and correlators involving disorder fields, such as

the Kramers-Wannier duality of the Ising model [48]. In order to calculate contributions

involving networks of non-trivial maximally-fractional invertible defects joining punctures

with non-local insertions of disorder fields fields, one has to carefully follow the covering

map prescription.

Γ

Figure 2: The pre-image of a defect L in the symmetric orbifold under a covering map

Γ. Here, the four local operators are taken to lie in the twisted sector of the permutation

(1 2). The pre-image of the defect wraps the pre-images of the twist fields, and the fusion

L†L wraps a handle of the torus.

As in the case of the torus correlators considered above, given a maximally-fractional
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topological defect on the sphere, then in the computation of the correlation functions, we

need to ‘lift’ the defect to the covering space. Concretely, let us assume that we have a

network of maximally-fractional defects which is supported on a curve γ in the base sphere

on which the SymN (X) theory lives. The defects terminate on punctures with the insertions

of non-local single-particle twist-wi defect-ending fields whose spectra are encoded by the

partition functions (2.42). Then, given a covering map Γ : Σ → CP
1, the corresponding

defect network one has to consider in the covering space is taken to live on the preimage

γ̃ of γ under the covering map Γ. This defect network γ̃ then joins insertions of non-local

defect-ending fields which are taken from the seed-theory Hilbert spaces H(Lwi). In Figure

2, we provide a concrete illustation of such a contribution to a sphere correlator in the

case when a non-invertible defect loop wraps local twist-2 insertions in a 4-point sphere

correlator.

While we will stop short of performing any explicit calculations of SymN (X) correla-

tors involving insertions of disorder-fields of maximally-fractional defects, we note that the

above discussion provides useful lessons as to the nature of the worldsheet backgrounds

whose amplitudes would give rise to such correlators. In particular, it seems to be impos-

sible to realize such holographic duality purely within the framework of the conventional

string perturbation theory on AdS3 × S3 × T
4 with k = 1 units of pure NS-NS flux since

the spectrum of closed strings (even off-shell) on this background does not allow for non-

integer eigenvalues of the operator J3
0 − J̄3

0 and is therefore unable to accommodate vertex

operators corresponding to the non-local disorder fields of the spacetime CFT. In Section 3

we will indeed explicitly construct modular-invariant worldsheet partition functions which

differ from the one describing AdS3×S3×T
4 at k = 1 and whose on-shell states are in one-

to-one correspondence with single-particle disorder fields of maximally-fractional defects in

the SymN (X) CFT.

Finally, also note that while we have focused on the case of L0 (trivial representation of

SN ) the discussion in this section would have equally well applied to the duality defects Lρ

where, of course, the representation ρ has to fuse with its conjugate to produce a direct sum

containing only the trivial and the sign representation. One would then generally have to

worry about the statistics of the Lsign defect-ending fields depending on their cycle-length,

as discussed in Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5.

2.5 Topological defects in SymN(T4)

In light of the applications for the tensionless holographic duality to be considered in

Section 3, let us make some of the above results very explicit in the case when the seed

theory X is taken to be the CFT of four free bosons and four free fermions on a T
4. We will

focus on considering examples of defects in the seed theory, which satisfy definite simple

gluing conditions on the free boson and fermion currents.8 Structurally clearer incarnations

of these defects, which arise in the theory involving only one free boson, are reviewed in

Appendices C.1 and C.2. For the sake of simplicity, we will focus on considering non-trivial

8See [51] for a more complete discussion of topolgical defects for a single free boson.
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topological defect lines only for the bosons and let all defect operators act as the identity

on the fermions.

2.5.1 The theory without defects

Let us start by reviewing the bulk spectrum of the seed theory. As the modular-invariant

partition function factorizes into the theory of the four free bosons and the fermionic

partition function, these can be treated separately.

Beginning with the fermionic part of the seed CFT, the bulk partition function will be

simply that of a tensor product of four free-fermion CFTs. Introducing chemical potentials

ζ1, ζ2 for the Cartan elements of the so(4) ∼= su(2) ⊕ su(2) algebra generated by fermion

bilinears, the partition function reads

Z f

[
µ

ν

]
(ζ1, ζ2; t) =

1

2

1

|η(t)|4

∣∣∣∣∣ϑ
[
µ

ν

](
ζ1 + ζ2

2
; t

)
ϑ

[
µ

ν

](
ζ1 − ζ2

2
; t

)∣∣∣∣∣

2

, (2.52)

where µ, ν ∈ {0, 12} determine the boundary conditions on the fermions: NS-NS sector for

µ = ν = 1
2 , the NS-NS sector twisted by (−1)F+F̄ for µ = 0, ν = 1

2 , the R-R sector for

µ = 1
2 , ν = 0 and the R-R sector twisted by (−1)F+F̄ for µ = ν = 0.

On the other hand, the theory of the four free bosons compactified on a T
4 has a

comparably richer structure to offer. Its (Narain) moduli can be encoded in terms of the

metric g and the anti-symmetric tensor B. In terms of these, it is customary to define

E = g+B (so that ET = g−B). Here and in the following, we are mostly suppressing the

(spacetime) T
4 indices. The modular-invariant partition function of the four free bosons

can then be written as

Zb(t) =
Θ(t)

|η(t)|8 , (2.53)

where Θ(t) denotes the Narain lattice theta function

Θ(t) =
∑

n,u∈Z⊗4

qhL(n,u) q̄hR(n,u) . (2.54)

Here the zero-mode parts hL and hR of the left and right conformal dimensions ∆L = hL+M

and ∆R = hR + M̄ are functions of the quantized momenta n, winding numbers u (both

running over 4-tuples of integers), as well as the Narain moduli. Also, M,M̄ denote the

oscillator contributions to the left and right conformal weights. In particular, hL and hR
can be expressed as

hL =
1

4
(kL)

T g−1kL , (2.55a)

hR =
1

4
(kR)

T g−1kR , (2.55b)

where we have introduced the left and right momenta kL and kR. This in turn can be given

in terms of the momenta n, the winding numbers u and the Narain moduli as

kL = n+ Eu , (2.56a)
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kR = n− ETu . (2.56b)

The vertex operators corresponding to the momenta n and winding numbers u can then

be represented as (up to cocycle prefactors)

Vn,u(z, z̄) = eik
T
LXL(z) eik

T
RXR(z̄) = ein

TX+iX̃T u(z, z̄) , (2.57)

where we define

X(z, z̄) = XL(z) +XR(z̄) , (2.58a)

X̃(z, z̄) = ETXL(z)− EXR(z̄) . (2.58b)

Altogether, the local bulk partition function of the superconformal T4 sigma model reads

ZT4

[
µ

ν

]
(ζ1, ζ2; t) = Zb(t)Z f

[
µ

ν

]
(ζ1, ζ2; t) (2.59a)

=
1

2

1

|η(t)|12 Θ(t)

∣∣∣∣∣ϑ
[
µ

ν

](
ζ1 + ζ2

2
; t

)
ϑ

[
µ

ν

](
ζ1 − ζ2

2
; t

)∣∣∣∣∣

2

. (2.59b)

Under the action of PSL(2;Z), this partition function transforms as

∣∣∣e−
πi

4(cτ+d)
(ζ21+ζ22 )c

∣∣∣
2
ZT4

[
µ

ν

](
ζ1

cτ + d
,

ζ2
cτ + d

;
aτ + b

cτ + d

)
= ZT4

[
aµ+ bν

cµ+ dν

]
(ζ1, ζ2; τ) . (2.60)

Uplifting this to the symmetric-product orbifold theory SymN (T4) and focusing on the

NS-NS sector twisted by (−1)F+F̄ , one would obtain the single-particle partition function

Zs.p.
T4

[
0
1
2

]
(ζ1, ζ2; t) =

∞∑

w=1

Z ′
T4

[
0
w
2

](
ζ1, ζ2;

t

w

)
, (2.61)

where ′ imposes the projection onto T
4 which satisfy

hL − hR +M − M̄ ∈ wZ . (2.62)

Finally, recall that it is not true that each four-by-four matrix E is to be associated with

a distinct point in the Narain moduli space: parameters E related by the action of the

T-duality group [84–86] (which, for a T
4, is isomorphic to O(4, 4;Z)) give rise to the same

partition function (2.53). In the simple case of a square torus with radii R1 = . . . = R4 ≡ R
and B = 0, part of this T-duality group acts by simply inverting the radius as R↔ α′/R.

2.5.2 Shift-symmetry defects

Let us first construct a family of defects for the trivial gluing conditions

∂X(1)(z) = ∂X(2)(z) , (2.63a)

∂̄X(1)(z̄) = ∂̄X(2)(z̄) . (2.63b)
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These will be given by the defect operators

L(U,N) =
∑

n,u∈Z⊗4

e2πin
TUe2πiN

T u
∑

M,M̄

|n, u,M, M̄ 〉 〈n, u,M, M̄ | , (2.64)

where the parameters U,N are real four-component vectors which are defined modulo 1.

They implement the translations X −→ X + 2πU , X̃ −→ X̃ + 2πN along the T
4 and its

dual. These are clearly invertible symmetries of the free-boson CFT as

L(U1,N1)L(U2,N2) = L(U1+U2,N1+N2) , (2.65)

so that, in particular, L(U,N)L(−U,−N) = id. As we have already remarked above, we are

taking the defect to act trivially on the free-fermion factor of the CFT. Inserting the defect

loops L(U,N) into sphere correlators, they make manifest the corresponding conservation

laws for the momenta ni and winding numbers ui of the vertex operators inserted at

punctures.

On the other hand, inserting the defect operators (2.64) into a torus correlator (first

along the spatial cycle and then performing suitable modular transformations to achieve

general winding numbers r, s), one can find

(ZT4)(U,N)
r,s

[
µ

ν

]
(ζ1, ζ2; t) =

Θ
(U,N)
r,s (t)

|η(t)|8 Z f

[
µ

ν

]
(ζ1, ζ2; t) , (2.66)

where we have introduced the defect Narain theta function Θ
(U,N)
r,s (t). This is parameterized

in terms of the defect kernels at fixed momentum n and winding u

K(U,N)
r,s (n, u; t) = e2πirsN

TUe2πir(n
TU+NT u)qhL(n+sN,u+sU)q̄hR(n+sN,u+sU) (2.67)

as

Θ(U,N)
r,s (t) =

∑

n,u∈Z⊗4

K(U,N)
r,s (n, u; t) . (2.68)

We have also noted that the four free fermions simply contribute with (2.52). As a consis-

tency check, one readily verifies that for U = N = 0, this reduces to the modular-invariant

bulk partition function.

Under the action of the PSL(2;Z), the correlators (2.66) share the transformation

property (2.60) of the local bulk partition function (2.59) except now also the defect winding

numbers (r, s) transform as a modular doublet. For r = 0 and s = 1, the correlator (2.66)

turns into the parition function of fields on which the defect L(U,N) can terminate. This

encodes the spectrum

H(L(U,N)) =
⊕

n,u∈Z⊗4

Vn+N,u+U , (2.69)

where the states are build upon vacua with momentum n and winding u which have con-

formal dimension hL(n +N,u + U) in the left and hR(n +N,u+ U) in the right. Hence,
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for generic values of N and U , the spins of these defect-ending fields are non-integer, as we

may express

hL
(
n+N,u+ U

)
− hR

(
n+N,u+ U

)
= (n+N)T (u+ U) /∈ Z . (2.70)

Also, we notice that changing the summation indices from (n, u) to (−n,−u), one can

readily verify that

Z(U,N)
r,s (t) = Z

(U,N)
−r,−s(t) = Z(−U,−N)

r,s (t) , (2.71)

namely that the defect L(U,N) and its conjugate (L(U,N))† = L(−U,−N) give rise to the same

(Virasoro-specialized) defect torus correlators.

Uplifting the defect (2.64) to the symmetric product orbifold theory SymN (T4), one

obtains the maximally fractional defect L
(U,N)
ρ . In order for the partition function of

the defect-ending fields to factorize into DMVV-like Fock-space partition function we will

assume ρ to be either the trivial representation ρ = 0 or the sign representation. For the

sake of simplicity, we will also assume that we are fixing the NS-NS boundary conditions

for the free fermions in the symmetric-product orbifold theory, twisted by the insertion of

(−1)F+F̄ into the trace. It is then useful to note that the equation (2.35) holds, where, for

ρ = 0, the projector Πw on H[(L(U,N))w] can be explicitly evaluated as9

Πw = δZw

[
L0 − L̄0 − (n+ wN)T (u+ wU) + nTu

]
. (2.72)

Here we have introduced the indicator function δZw(m) on the additive identity in Zw (that

is, δZw(m) is equal to 1 whenever m ≡ 0modw and 0 otherwise). Note that (2.72) indeed

defines a good projector on H[(L(U,N))w] because owing to (2.70), it simply imposes the

solvable constraint

nTu+M − M̄ ∈ wZ (2.73)

on the momenta and windings n, u ∈ Z
⊗4. The actual spins L0−L̄0

w of the single-particle

defect-ending fields in the w-cycle twisted sector are for generic values of U and N non-

integral, which underlines their non-local nature. Also note that if we were to consider the

sign defect (that is ǫ = −1 in (2.35)), an additional term 1
2(w+1)w would appear in (2.72)

and (2.73). This would contribute into the single-particle spin with a half-integer for w ∈ 2Z

even though the w-twisted states with even w were observed to obey bosonic statistics.

Again, this violation of spin-statistics should not be surprising due to the inherent non-

locality of the defect-ending fields. Finally, substituting into (2.45), this would yield the

corresponding single-particle torus correlators

(Zs.p.
T4 )

(U,N)
α,β

[
0
1
2

]
(ζ1, ζ2; t) =

∞∑

w=1

ǫα(w+1) (Z ′
T4)

(U,N)
α,wβ

[
0
w
2

](
ζ1, ζ2;

t

w

)
, (2.74)

9In addition, we should be projecting on integer spins L0−L̄0

w
for even number of T4 fermions and half-

integer spins for odd number of T4 fermions. This feature is unchanged by the presence of the defect since

it acts trivially on the T
4 fermions.
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where ′ imposes the projection onto the image of Πw inside H[(L(U,N))w].

More complicated gluing conditions may yield other invertible defects, depending on

the symmetries of the Narain lattice at a particular point in the moduli space [87]. For

instance, the gluing conditions ∂X(1)(z) = −∂X(2)(z), ∂̄X(1)(z̄) = −∂̄X(2)(z̄) would have

given rise to an invertible Z2 defect for any value of E. Gauging such defect would then

yield the orbifold theory T
4/Z2 (see Appendices C.1.2 and C.2.1 for more details about

this defect in the case of the CFT of a single free boson).

2.5.3 T-duality defects

One of the main reasons why we are predominantly interested into the simple shift-

symmetry defects (2.64) is that at rational points in the Narain moduli space, they may

arise in the fusion channel LT(LT)† of a non-invertible duality defect LT.
This is demonstrated in detail in Appendix C.2.2 in the simpler case of a single free

boson, where the defect LT interchanges the momentum vector n/R with the winding

vector wR when acting on the vertex operators. Since this is an exact symmetry of the

Hilbert space only when R is equal to the self-dual radius, the defect LT has to act non-

invertibly by killing the states which would have landed outside of the local bulk CFT

Hilbert space. In order for at least some of the states to survive the action of LT, one has

to fix R2 to be a rational number.

In the case of T4, reflecting the rich structure of the T-duality group O(4, 4;Z), we

expect there to be a large number of duality operators LT implementing similar non-

invertible symmetries at rational points in the Narain moduli space [88]. For the sake of

clarity, we will not attempt a complete discussion of these. Instead, we simply specialize

on the case of a square torus with R1 = . . . = R4 ≡ R =
√
p/q, B = 0 and take LT to act

as in (C.28) on each of the four constituent free-boson CFTs.10 It then follows from (C.29)

that LT obeys the fusion rule

LT(LT)† =
∑

α∈(Zp)⊗4

∑

β∈(Zq)⊗4

L(
α
p
,β
q
) , (2.75)

where the defects appearing in the fusion channel are precisely the shift-symmetry defects

(2.64) with U = α/p and N = β/q.

It is then straightforward to uplift the whole setup to the symmetric-product orb-

ifold CFT, where the fusion rule (2.75) holds for the maximally-fractional defects LT
0 and

L
(α/p,β/q)
0 . Blowing up a defect loop LT

0 inside a correlator involving local bulk field inser-

tions, one can derive order-disorder (Kramers-Wannier-type) dualities relating local bulk

field correlators with correlators of non-local disorder fields which live in the Hilbert spaces

of defect-ending fields of the shift-symmetry defects L
(α/p,β/q)
0 . As we have already com-

mented above, in order to discuss manifestations of such order-disorder dualities at the

level of amplitudes of closed strings propagating in an AdS3 background, one first has to

answer the question of how to represent the non-local defect-ending fields in the SymN (T4)

defect spacetime CFT using local vertex operators representing on-shell closed strings at

the level of the worldsheet CFT.
10See [89, 90] for more complicated examples of defects in 2d sigma models.
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3 AdS3 worldsheet realization of topological defects

In this section, we make concrete proposals on the tensionless-string duals of the maximally-

fractional defects in the SymN (T4) CFT which we discussed in the previous section.

3.1 The tensionless worldsheet

Before we discuss the holographic duals of topological defects, let us review the computation

of the worldsheet partition function describing the pure closed-string AdS3 background at

k = 1 [1, 13]. The worldsheet theory dual to the symmetric orbifold SymN (T4) is described

by type IIB string theory on AdS3 × S3 × T
4 with k = 1 unit of pure NS-NS flux [1]. In

the hybrid formalism of Berkovits, Vafa, and Witten [91], the worldsheet sigma model is

psu(1, 1|2)1 ⊕ (topologically twisted T
4)⊕ (ghosts) . (3.1)

The first factor is a super-WZW model on the supergroup PSU(1, 1|2) at level k = 1

(determined by the amount of NS-NS flux). This factor describes the AdS3 × S3 geometry

in a Green-Schwarz-like description making the target space supersymmetry manifest. The

topologically-twisted T
4 is the T4 of the target space geometry with the conformal weights

of the free fermions twisted to yield a sigma model with vanishing central charge. For

all intents and purposes, the corresponding spectrum can be achieved by considering R-R

boundary conditions for the T4 fermions twisted by the insertion of (−1)F in the worldsheet

torus partition function. Finally, the ghost system contains the usual b, c conformal ghost

system, as well as a scalar ρ of central charge c(ρ) = 28.

3.1.1 Free-field realization of psu(1, 1|2)1

The special feature of this worldsheet theory is that the PSU(1, 1|2) WZW model at k = 1

admits a free-field realization [14]. Specifically, it was shown in [21, 92] that the psu(1, 1|2)1
algebra can be realized in terms of a single bosonic βγ system and two fermionic first order

systems (pa, θ
a) (a = 1, 2) with action

S =
1

2π

∫
(β∂γ + pa∂θ

a) . (3.2)

The free fields β, pa have conformal weight ∆ = 1, while the fields γ, θa have weight ∆ = 0.

Since we are concerned with closed strings, the full worldsheet theory also includes right-

moving analogues of these fields.

The above free field realization is morally similar to the Wakimoto representation of

sl(2,R)k. Specifically, the generators of the subalgebra sl(2,R)1⊕ su(2)1 ⊂ psu(1, 1|2)1 are

given by

J+ = β , J3 = βγ +
1

2
(paθ

a) , J− = (βγ)γ + (paθa)γ ,

K+ = p2θ
1 , K3 = −1

2
(p1θ

1) +
1

2
(p2θ

2) , K− = p1θ
2 .

(3.3)

Just as in the Wakimoto representation, we should think of the field γ as a complex

holographic coordinate on the AdS3 boundary.11 This can be seen by noting that under

11Here we are working in Euclidean signature where γ is complex and γ̄ is its complex conjugate. In

Lorenzian signature, γ and γ̄ would be real and independent.
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SL(2,R) transformations γ transforms as

γ → aγ + b

cγ + d
. (3.4)

In fact, every field in the psu(1, 1|2)1 can be given interpretations as natural objects living

on the boundary of AdS3. We can think of PSU(1, 1|2) as the global group of N =

(4, 0) superconformal transformations in two dimensions. Analysing the transformation

laws of the various free fields under the generators of psu(1, 1|2) shows that γ transforms

like a complex coordinate x on the boundary, while the fermionic partners θa transform

as holomorphic N = (2, 0) superspace coordinates ϑa. This suggests a bulk-boundary

dictionary

γ ←→ x , β ←→ ∂x ,

θa ←→ ϑa , pa ←→
∂

∂ϑa
.

(3.5)

relating worldsheet fields to geometric objects on the conformal boundary of AdS3. The

right-moving fields on the worldsheet similarly map to antiholomorphic quantities on the

boundary.

3.1.2 The worldsheet representations

The highest-weight representations of the psu(1, 1|2)1 model are spanned by states |m〉
satisfying

β0 |m〉 = m |m+ 1〉 , γ0 |m〉 = |m− 1〉 , (pa)0 |m〉 = 0 , (3.6)

as well as all of their descendants. Each such representation is labeled uniquely by the

fractional part λ of the quantum number m. Let us denote this representation by Fλ. The

(super-)character of the representation Fλ is defined to be

χλ(t, z; τ) = TrFλ

[
(−1)F qL0xJ

3
0 yK

3
0

]
, (3.7)

where q = e2πiτ , x = e2πit, and y = e2πiz are fugacities associated with the worldsheet

conformal dimension, the boundary conformal dimension, and the boundary R-symmetry

charges respectively. This character is readily computed by noting that the β, γ system

decouples from the pa, θ
a system: the character of the βγ system is

∑

m∈Z+λ

xm

η(τ)2
, (3.8)

while the free fields pa, θ
a contribute a factor of

ϑ1(
t+z
2 ; τ)ϑ1(

t−z
2 ; τ)

η(τ)2
. (3.9)

Thus, we have

χλ(t, z; τ) =
∑

m∈Z+λ

xm
ϑ1(

t+z
2 ; τ)ϑ1(

t−z
2 ; τ)

η(τ)4
. (3.10)
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In addition to the highest-weight representations defined above, the PSU(1, 1|2) WZW

model contains an infinite tower of non-highest weight representations related by the so-

called spectral flow automorphism. This acts on the modes of the βγ system and the pa, θ
a

system as

σw(γn) = γn+w , σw(βn) = βn−w ,

σw(θ1n) = θ1n+w , σw((p1)n) = (p1)n−w ,
(3.11)

and acts trivially on p2 and θ2. This can be translated into the corresponding action on

the generators L0, J
3
0 , K

3
0 as

σw(L0) = L0 + w(K3
0 − J3

0 ) , σw(J3
0 ) = J3

0 +
w

2
, σw(K3

0 ) = K3
0 +

w

2
. (3.12)

Thus, since σw is an automorphism, we have

Trσw(Fλ)[q
L0xJ

3
0 yK

3
0 ] = TrFλ

[(−1)F qσw(L0)xσ
w(J3

0 )yσ
w(K3

0 )]

= x
w
2 y

w
2 TrFλ

[(−1)F qL0(q−wx)J
3
0 (qwx)K

3
0 ] .

(3.13)

This enables us to express the character of the representation σw(Fλ) as [93]

χw
λ (t, z; τ) = x

w
2 y

w
2 χλ(t− wτ, z + wτ ; τ)

= x
w
2 y

w
2

∑

m∈Z+λ

e2πim(t−wτ)ϑ1(
t+z
2 ; τ)ϑ1(

t−z
2 − wτ ; τ)

η(τ)4

= xwq−
w2

2

∑

m∈Z+λ

xmq−wmϑ1(
t+z
2 ; τ)ϑ1(

t−z
2 ; τ)

η(τ)4
,

(3.14)

where in the last line, we have used the ϑ-function identity

ϑ1(
t−z
2 − wτ ; τ) = q−

w2

2 x
w
2 y−

w
2 ϑ1(

t−z
2 ; τ) . (3.15)

Looking into the behaviour of the supercharacters under the modular transformations, one

finds that the S-transformation is given as

e
πi
2τ

(t2−z2)χw
λ (

t
τ ,

z
τ ;− 1

τ ) =
∑

w′∈Z

∫ 1

0
dλ′ Sw,w′

λ,λ′ χ
w′

λ′ (t, z; τ) , (3.16)

where we introduce the modular S-matrix

Sw,w′

λ,λ′ = i
|τ |
τ
e2πi[w

′(λ− 1
2
)+w(λ′− 1

2
)] . (3.17)

On the other hand, the modular T-transformation acts as

χw
λ (t, z; τ + 1) = e2πi(

w2

2
−mw+ 1

12
)χw

λ (t, z; τ) . (3.18)
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3.1.3 The global AdS3 partition function

The spectrum of the psu(1, 1|2)1 WZW model which is relevant for the pure closed-string

global AdS3 × S3 ×T
4 background with k = 1 unit of NS-NS flux takes the block diagonal

form

HPSU =
⊕

w∈Z

∫ 1

0
dλ
[
σw(Fλ)⊕ σw(Fλ)

]
. (3.19)

Thus, the corresponding modular-invariant partition function of the psu(1, 1|2)1 WZW

model can be written as

ZPSU(t, z; τ) =
1

2

∑

w∈Z

∫ 1

0
dλ |χw

λ (t, z; τ)|2 . (3.20)

Using Poisson resummation on the characters χw
λ , the partition function can be formally

recast in terms of a sum over delta functions as

ZPSU(t, z; τ) =
1

2

∑

r,w∈Z
|q|w2

∣∣∣∣
ϑ1(

t+z
2 ; τ)ϑ1(

t−z
2 ; τ)

η(τ)4

∣∣∣∣
2

δ(2)(t− wτ − r) . (3.21)

In order to obtain a full worldsheet partition function, we also need to include the partition

function of the topologically twisted T
4 CFT and (ρ, σ) ghost systems, as specified in (3.1).

We simply quote the results

ZT4(τ) =

∣∣∣∣
ϑ1(0; τ)

2

η(τ)6

∣∣∣∣
2

Θ(τ) , (3.22a)

Zρσ(τ) =

∣∣∣∣
η(τ)4

ϑ1(0; τ)2

∣∣∣∣
2

. (3.22b)

Here, Θ(τ) is the Narain theta function defined in (2.54) which keeps track of the winding

and momentum sectors in the T4. Putting everything together a noticing that the fermionic

oscillators cancel between the ghost and the T4 part, the full worldsheet partition function

therefore reads

Z(t, z; τ) =
Θ(τ)

|η(τ)|4
∑

w∈Z

∫ 1

0
dλ |χw

λ (t, z; τ)|2 (3.23a)

=
1

2

∑

r,w∈Z
|q|w2

∣∣∣∣
ϑ1(

t+z
2 ; τ)ϑ1(

t−z
2 ; τ)

η(τ)6

∣∣∣∣
2

Θ(τ) δ(2)(t− wτ − r) . (3.23b)

Substituting the constraint t = wτ + r into the ϑ-functions in (3.23b), this can be further

recast as [13]

Z(t, z; τ) =
∑

w,r∈Z
Zr,w(t; τ)ZT4

[
r
2
w
2

]
(z; τ) , (3.24)

where we have introduced the blocks

Zr,w(t; τ) =
1

2
δ(2)(t− wτ − r) e−πwIm t . (3.25)
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It is then not hard to verify that the pair (r, w) transforms as a doublet under PSL(2;Z),

namely

∣∣∣e
πic

2(cτ+d)
t2
∣∣∣
2
Zr,w

(
t

cτ + d
;
aτ + b

cτ + d

)
= |cτ + d|2Zar+bw,cr+dw(t; τ) (3.26)

and we also recall the transformation properties (2.60) of ZT4 . Summing over all r, w ∈ Z

in (3.24) therefore guarantees modular invariance of Z(t, z; τ) (up to the elliptic prefactors

due to chemical potentials t, z). The appearance of the decomposition (3.24) of Z(t, z; τ)

into the blocks Zw,r(t; τ) is also a telltale sign of the origin of the global AdS3 worldsheet

theory as a Z-orbifold whose twisted sectors give rise to the spectral flow parameter w.

One can readily identify the modular-invariant partition function of the theory which is

being orbifolded as

Z0(t, z; τ) =
1

2

∣∣∣∣
ϑ1(

t+z
2 ; τ)ϑ1(

t−z
2 ; τ)

η(τ)6

∣∣∣∣
2

Θ(τ) δ(2)(t) (3.27a)

=
Θ(τ)

|η(τ)|4
∫ 1

0
dλ

∫ 1

0
dλ̄ χ0

λ(t, z; τ)χ
0
λ̄(t, z; τ)

∗ . (3.27b)

This appears to encode a spectrum whose psu(1, 1|2)1 part fully factorizes into the holo-

morphic and anti-holomorphic sector. We will come back to this point in Section 3.2.3,

where we will identify the topological defects in the psu(1, 1|2)1 WZW model, which can be

gauged to give rise to the Z-orbifold structure (3.24) of the global AdS3 partition function

Z(t, z; τ).

Finally, let us consider projecting the worldsheet partition function (3.23) onto the

states which satisfy the mass-shell constraints h = h̄ = 0, where h, h̄ denote the total

worldsheet conformal weights. These can be directly read off from (3.23a) as coefficients

multiplying τ and τ̄ . One obtains

h =
w2

2
−mw + hL +M , (3.28a)

h̄ =
w2

2
− m̄w + hR + M̄ , (3.28b)

where we recall that m, m̄ ∈ Z+ λ and that hL +M with hR +M denote the dimensions

of states in the T4 CFT (see (2.55) and (2.56)). In particular, the level-matching condition

h− h̄ = 0 for the closed strings implies the constraint

hL − hR +M − M̄ ∈ wZ (3.29)

on the spin of the T4 states. We note that this is identical to the constraint (2.62) provided

that we identify the spectral flow parameter with the cycle-length w labelling the twisted

sectors of the SymN (T4) theory. Moreover, solving the mass-shell constraints for m, m̄ and

substituting back into (3.23a), one can find the on-shell worldsheet partition function as

(see [1] for more details)

Zon-shell(z; t) =

∞∑

w=1

Z ′
T4

[
0
w
2

](
z;
t

w

)
= Zs.p.

T4

[
0
1
2

]
(z; t) . (3.30)
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This concludes the identification of the on-shell closed-string states in the w spectrally-

flowed sector propagating on global AdS3 × S3 × T
4 at k = 1 unit of NS-NS flux with the

single-cycle w-twisted states of the SymN (T4) CFT.

3.2 Spacetime defects from the worldsheet

We are now in a position to study the bulk duals to topological defects in the symmetric

orbifold CFT. We will show that topological defects in SymN (T4) give rise to modified AdS3
closed-string backgrounds which describe the extensions of the spacetime CFT defects into

the bulk. Worldsheet partition functions of these backgrounds will be seen to encode

spectra of on-shell vertex operators which are exactly dual to the single-cycle spectra of

defect-ending fields for maximally-fractional defects in the symmetric-product orbifold.

Figure 3: A cartoon of a bulk topological defect ‘brane’ in AdS3 which intersects the

boundary on a certain cycle.

3.2.1 Geometric picture

In terms of bulk geometry, it is natural to suspect that the duals of topological defect lines in

the spacetime CFT would look like tensionless brane-like extended objects, which intersect

the AdS3 boundary at the location of the dual topological defects [39, 59, 60, 63, 64]. From

the point of view of the worldsheet CFT in AdS3, we can think of this ‘brane’ as inducing a

defect line on the intersection of the worldsheet and the location of the brane in the bulk as

shown in Figure 3. This is somewhat analogous to the interpretation of spherical D-branes

in AdS3 as boundary states in the worldsheet CFT [26] except now, the brane-like duals

of spacetime topological defects seem to give rise to consistent closed-string backgrounds

in the AdS3 bulk.

Whenever an invertible spacetime topological defect loop wraps around local spacetime

CFT insertions, it can be shrunk around individual punctures to yield a correlator of

local fields. Correspondingly, as we have already pointed out in Section 2.4.1, such a

configuration would not give rise to a new background for the closed strings propagating

in the bulk: indeed, this can be understood in terms of a tensionless brane-like object

collapsing around the points on the worldsheet where the vertex operators are inserted

and which are pinned to the boundary of AdS3. These insertions are then mapped to
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(generally different) vertex operators which, in turn, are dual to the local spacetime fields

arising from the action of the corresponding spacetime defect. The calculation of spacetime

CFT correlators involving invertible topological defect loops can therefore be reduced to

the calculation of amplitudes of closed strings propagating on the ‘standard’ global AdS3×
S3 × T

4 background at k = 1 unit of NS-NS flux.

On the other hand, as soon as we have to consider spacetime CFT correlators in-

volving topological defect lines terminating at punctures with non-local defect-ending field

insertions, the calculation cannot generally be reduced to computing amplitudes involving

closed-string excitations in the usual k = 1 global AdS3×S3×T
4 background, as these can

only give rise to local spacetime single-particle states. As discussed in Section 2.4.2, such

a situation may for instance arise when placing non-invertible maximally-fractional defect

loops into correlators of local spacetime fields and attempting to shrink these around punc-

tures. The corresponding tensionless brane-like duals in the bulk then become supported

at the points on the conformal boundary where the spacetime defect-ending fields are being

inserted, which prevents them from collapsing. They give rise to modified spectra of closed

strings whose partition functions we will now determine.

3.2.2 Worldsheet partition functions for spacetime defects

For the sake of illustration, let us first write down explicit proposals for the modular-

invariant ‘global’ worldsheet CFT partition functions describing closed strings in the pres-

ence of two specific classes of spacetime topological defects. When restricted to the on-shell

states, these will be seen to give rise to the expected single-particle spectra of defect-ending

fields in the spacetime CFT.

Shift-symmetry defects in T
4

Let us start by exhibiting the modular-invariant worldsheet partition function which we

claim to encode the worldsheet counterparts of the defect-ending fields for the maximally-

fractional defect L
(U,N)
0 in the SymN (T4) (see Section 2.5.2 for the notation). It reads

Z(U,N)(t, z; τ) =

=
1

|η(τ)|4
∑

w∈Z

∫ 1

0
dλ

∑

n,u∈Z⊗4

χw
λ+∆λ(n,u;w)(t, z; τ)χ

w
λ (t, z; τ)

∗K(U,N)
0,w (n, u; τ) , (3.31)

where we have denoted

∆λ(n, u;w) = wNTU + nTU +NTu . (3.32)

Also recall the definition (2.67) of the defect kernel K
(U,N)
r,s (n, u; τ). As a consistency check,

one can set U = N = 0 to recover the diagonal partition function (3.23).

Notice that while the partition function (3.31) consistently decomposes as a positive

linear combination of the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic characters of the worldsheet

CFT chiral algebra (3.1), it can no longer be factorized into the psu(1, 1|2)1 part and the

topologically-twisted T
4 part, as was the case for the global AdS3 partition function (3.23).
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Also note that while the claimed modular invariance of the partition function Z(U,N)(t, z; τ)

is far from manifest at the level of the expression (3.31), it can be made crystal clear by

recasting (3.31) as

Z(U,N)(t, z; τ) =
∑

w,r∈Z
Zr,w(t; τ) (ZT4)(U,N)

r,w

[
r
2
w
2

]
(z; τ) . (3.33)

This is very similar to the expression (3.24) except now the T
4 torus correlator contains

insertion of the shift-symmetry defect L(U,N) which winds r times around the spatial cycle

and w times around the temporal cycle. This does not spoil its modular properties since

the winding numbers (r, w) transform as a doublet under PSL(2;Z). Indeed, in Section

3.2.3 we will observe how the mechanism giving rise to (3.33) can be interpreted in terms

of gauging a tensor product of a topological defect in the psu(1, 1|2)1 WZW model with

the defect L(U,N) in the T
4 worldsheet CFT.

In order to extract the spectrum of on-shell closed strings out of (3.31), one can first

read off the left and the right-moving worldsheet conformal weighths as

h =
w2

2
−
[
m+∆λ(n, u;w)

]
w + hL

(
n+ wN,u+ wU

)
+M , (3.34a)

h̄ =
w2

2
− m̄w + hR

(
n+ wN,u+ wU

)
+ M̄ , (3.34b)

where m, m̄ ∈ Z + λ. Substituting from (3.32) and recalling the result (2.70), one finds

that the level-matching constraint h− h̄ = 0 implies

nTu+M − M̄ ∈ wZ , (3.35)

which reproduces the projection (2.73) in the spacetime torus partition function for the

L
(U,N)
0 defect-ending fields. Furthermore, solving the mass-shell constraints h = h̄ = 0 for

m and m̄ and substituting back into (3.31), we obtain the partition function of on-shell

closed strings

Z(U,N),on-shell(z; t) =
∞∑

w=1

(Z ′
T4)

(U,N)
0,w

[
0
w
2

](
z;
t

w

)
, (3.36)

which exactly matches the single-particle partition function for the L
(U,N)
0 defect-ending

fields in the twisted NS-NS sector (cf. (2.74)).

Sign-defect

Let us continue with writing down the modular-invariant partition function which is sup-

posed to encode the closed-string vertex operators which are dual to the defect-ending

fields for the sign defect Lsign. This should be possible by making modifications to the

global AdS3 partition function (3.23) purely within the psu(1, 1|2)1 sector, as the defect

acts trivially on the T
4 states. Our proposal reads

Zsign(t, z; τ) =
Θ(τ)

|η(τ)|4
∑

w∈Z

∫ 1

0
dλ (−1)w χw

λ+ 1
2
(w+1)

(t, z; τ)χw
λ (t, z; τ)

∗ , (3.37)
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where the signs (−1)w dictate that we should treat the states with odd spectral flow

parameter w as spacetime fermions – in exact agreement with the expected statistics of

the defect-ending fields of Lsign as discussed in Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5. This time, the

modular invariance of (3.37) can be readily checked by directly using the transformation

property (3.16) of the psu(1, 1|2)1 characters. Nevertheless, it is still beneficial to rewrite

the partition function in the form

Zsign(t, z; τ) =
∑

w,r∈Z
e(r, w)Zr,w(t; τ)ZT4

[
r
2
w
2

]
(z; τ) . (3.38)

This differs from the expression (3.24) for the standard global AdS3 worldsheet partition

function by the appearance of the sign factors

e(r, w) = (−1)rw+r+w . (3.39)

It is not hard to check that these satisfy the modular properties

e(−w, r) = e(r, w) , (3.40a)

e(r + w,w) = e(r, w) , (3.40b)

so that (3.38) is indeed modular invariant, guaranteeing one-loop consistency of the world-

sheet partition function. It is interesting to note that e(r, w) fails to satisfy the properties

of discrete torsion, which would have guaranteed consistency at all loops [94, 95]. This

should not worry us too much as it will turn out that the worldsheet calculation repro-

duces the entire spacetime partition function already at one loop (so that contributions

from higher-loop worldsheet amplitudes vanish).

The total left- and right-moving worldsheet conformal dimensions can be extracted

from (3.37) as

h =
w2

2
−
[
m+

1

2
(w + 1)

]
w + hL +M , (3.41a)

h̄ =
w2

2
− m̄w + hR + M̄ . (3.41b)

The level-matching condition therefore yields the requirement

hL − hR +M − M̄ − 1

2
(w + 1)w ∈ wZ , (3.42)

which agrees with the constraint (2.36) following from the cyclic projection (2.35) in the

defect CFT of the maximally-fractional defect Lsign. Indeed, repeating once more the by-

now-familiar procedure of putting the closed strings on shell, one ends up with the partition

function

Zon-shell
sign (z; t) =

∞∑

w=1

Z ′
T4

[
0
w
2

](
z;
t

w

)
(3.43)

where we have to remember that here ′ imposes the projection (3.42) on the local seed T
4

Hilbert space. The partition function (3.43) of the on-shell closed strings propagating on

the background given by (3.37) therefore exactly matches the twisted NS-NS single-cycle

partition function of the Lsign defect-ending fields.
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3.2.3 Thermal backgrounds and generalized orbifolds

Having identified the spectra of closed-string states which are dual to the defect-ending

fields for some concrete realizations of maximally-fractional defects in the SymN (T4) theory,

let us proceed with the calculation of the complete vacuum torus amplitude for closed

strings propagating on a thermal background in the spirit of [13]. We will see that defining

this thermal background as an orbifold which arises by gauging suitable defects in the

psu(1, 1|2)1 CFT tensored with a general defect L in the T
4 worldsheet CFT, the torus

amplitudes evaluate precisely to the grandcanonical torus correlators of the corresponding

maximally-fractional topological defect L0 in the spacetime CFT.

In the k = 1 theory on AdS3 × S3 × T
4, the worldsheet path integral is dominated

entirely by strings which live arbitrarily close to the conformal boundary of AdS3 [1, 10, 14].

For these string configurations, the worldsheet field γ defined above provides a map from

the worldsheet Σ to the boundary of AdS3. By the equations of motion for β, β̄, this

map is holomorphic, and so the worldsheet holomorphically ‘wraps’ the AdS3 boundary a

certain number of times. In other words, the moduli-space integrals defining worldsheet

amplitudes localize precisely at those points where these holomorphic covering maps from

the worldsheet to the AdS3 boundary exist.

We will focus on the case of thermal AdS3, where the conformal boundary is a torus,

as the vacuum amplitude calculation should then coincide with the spacetime CFT calcula-

tions of torus correlators we considered in Section 2. If we take the worldsheet to be a torus

as well, then the worldsheet theory is a theory of maps γ from the worldsheet torus to the

boundary torus. We shall see that this worldsheet topology already provides the complete

answer expected from the SymN (T4) calculation, thus showing that the worldsheet genus

expansion in this theory truncates at genus one [13, 96].

Now, let L be a topological defect in the T
4 CFT, and consider a configuration such

that, at the asymptotic boundary of AdS3, the defect L wraps the A-cycle (or spatial

cycle) α times and the B-cycle (or thermal cycle) β times. In the bulk theory, since the

strings are glued to the asymptotic boundary of AdS3, the worldsheet CFT will include

the topological defect L at the preimage of its location on the boundary under the map

γ. Since the map γ can have different winding numbers around the different cycles of the

AdS3 boundary torus, the exact defect configuration on the worldsheet depends sensitively

on the topological details of the map γ.

Thermal AdS3 as a double orbifold

One way to implement the various winding sectors is to write the target space as an orbifold.

Fundamentally, we are interested in computing a worldsheet partition function on thermal

AdS3. Without the defect, this is a smooth bulk geometry obtained from global AdS3 by

orbifolding the subgroup Z ⊂ SL(2,C) generated by the element

e2πiJ
3
0 =

(
x1/2 0

0 x−1/2

)
∈ SL(2,C) (3.44)

with x = e2πit [97]. The worldsheet theory on thermal AdS3 can then be considered as a

Z orbifold of the worldsheet theory on global AdS3.
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γ

Figure 4: Left: Topological defects Lα and Lβ wrapping the spatial and thermal cycle,

respectively, near the boundary of thermal AdS3. Right: The support of the defects on the

boundary of global AdS3 before orbifolding.

In the case of the superstring on AdS3 × S3 × T
4, it is actually necessary to orbifold

by the PSU(1, 1|2) group element

g = e2πitJ
3
0 e−2πit̄J̄3

0 e2πizK
3
0 e−2πiz̄K̄3

0 , (3.45)

in order to account for the (spacetime) U(1) R-symmetry chemical potential. This group

element acts on the various worldsheet free fields as

g · γ = x−1γ , g · β = xβ ,

g · p1 = y1/2p1 , g · θ1 = y−1/2θ1 ,

g · p2 = y−1/2p2 , g · θ2 = y1/2θ2 .

(3.46)

Here we have defined the fugacity y = e2πiz.

Computing the thermal AdS3 partition function is now done in two steps, which we

summarize here. First, we realize that we have to compute the traces

TrHPSU(gc)

[
gaqL0 q̄L0

]
, (3.47)

where HPSU(g
c) denotes the worldsheet Hilbert space (3.19) of the theory on global AdS3

twisted by gc. This is simply expressed in terms of psu(1, 1|2)1 characters (3.14). Now, the

Hilbert space of the psu(1, 1|2)1 WZW model describing the global AdS3 is composed of

unflowed and spectrally-flowed sectors. In the w spectrally-flowed sector, the string winds

around the spatial cycle of the AdS3 space w times. In terms of boundary conditions for the

worldsheet fields, the w spectrally-flowed sector can be defined by the boundary conditions

γ(z + 1) = e2πiwγ(z) , β(z + 1) = e−2πiwβ(z) ,

θ1(z + 1) = e2πiwθ1(z) , p1(z + 1) = e2πiwp1(z) ,
(3.48)

where by e2πiwγ, we mean the coordinate γ transported continuously around the point

γ = 0 w times. In terms of the mode expansion for the fields, this set of boundary
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conditions is equivalent to the standard definition of spectral flow in AdS3 [3]. Spectral

flow can thus be thought of as the sector of the worldsheet theory which is twisted by w

copies of the PSU(1, 1|2) group element12

h = e−2πiJ3
0 e+2πiJ̄3

0 e−2πiK3
0e2πiK̄

3
0 . (3.49)

This identification suggests that we can think of spectrally-flowed sectors in the psu(1, 1|2)1
WZWmodel as twisted sectors in a second Z orbifold implemented by the element generated

by h. As we will explicitly see below, this is indeed the case.

For the case of topological defects, however, a slight modification is needed. Let us

consider the case for which there is a defect L of the T4 theory which wraps α times around

the thermal cycle and β times around the spatial cycle of thermal AdS3. Since we make

the identification γ ∼ x−1γ, the pre-orbifolded theory must also include defect branes at

circles of radii |x|m for all m ∈ Z, as shown in Figure 4. The defect wrapping the thermal

cycle is now represented as a ray extending from the origin in the γ-plane.

Now, any operator O in the worldsheet theory which is acted on by the PSU(1, 1|2)
matrix g must also pass through one of these defect branes in the γ plane. Thus, the

‘natural’ orbifold is that which is generated not by g, but by the combination

O → (g ⊗ Lβ)O . (3.50)

Similarly, if an operator is transported around the origin in the γ plane without crossing one

of the red defect lines, it will cross the blue one. Thus, the w spectrally-flowed sector is now

no longer twisted by the element h, but rather satisfies the twisted boundary conditions

O(z + 1) = (h⊗ Lα)wO(z) . (3.51)

That is, it is not just twisted by the operator h, but also by the defect operator L.

Spherical defects

The natural setting with which to describe this setup is that of (generalized) orbifolds

implemented by gauging topological defects [28, 29, 31, 32, 50] in the worldsheet theory.

Specifically, given a defect L in the T
4 CFT, let us define two worldsheet defect operators

L1,L2 by taking

L1 = Lpsu1 ⊗ Lα , L2 = Lpsu2 ⊗ Lβ , (3.52)

where the defects Lpsu1 and Lpsu2 in the psu(1, 1|2)1 WZW model can be realized in terms

of explicit operators acting on the states in the psu(1, 1|2)1 WZW model, namely

Lpsu1 ≡ g = e+2πitJ3
0 e−2πit̄J̄3

0 e+2πizK3
0e−2πiz̄K̄3

0 , (3.53a)

Lpsu2 ≡ h = e−2πiJ3
0 e+2πiJ̄3

0 e−2πiK3
0e+2πiK̄3

0 . (3.53b)

Here, t should be thought of as the size of the thermal cycle, that is, the modular parameter

of the spacetime torus. On the other hand, z will give rise to the chemical potential of

12An analogous observation was made in [98] in the context of bosonic strings in AdS3.
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the spacetime T
4 fermions. In the case of the defect Lpsu1 , the psu(1, 1|2)1 chiral currents

satisfy the twisted gluing conditions

J3,(1)(z) = J3,(2)(z) , (3.54a)

J±,(1)(z) = e±2πitJ±,(2)(z) , (3.54b)

K3,(1)(z) = K3,(2)(z) , (3.54c)

K±,(1)(z) = e±2πizK±,(2)(z) , (3.54d)

Sλµν,(1)(z) = e2πiλte2πiµzSλµν,(2)(z) , (3.54e)

across the codimension one interface given by the defect, while for the defect Lpsu2 , the

corresponding gluing conditions read

Ja,(1)(z) = Ja,(2)(z) , (3.55a)

Ka,(1)(z) = Ka,(2)(z) , (3.55b)

Sλµν,(1)(z) = Sλµν,(2)(z) . (3.55c)

Drawing an analogy with the case of the conformal boundary conditions in the psu(1, 1|2)1
model, which were analyzed in detail in [26], the defects Lpsu1 and Lpsu2 may therefore be

called (twisted) spherical defects. Checking that Lpsu1 and Lpsu2 , as given by the operators

(3.53a) and (3.53b), satisfy Cardy consistency at one loop proceeds rather uneventfully.

The torus amplitude

We claim that the worldsheet dual to the symmetric orbifold partition function Zα,β calcu-

lated in (2.33) is found by taking the defects L1,L2 to define a (generalized) Z⊕Z orbifold.

To this end, we need to sum over all possible ‘twisted sectors’ of the worldsheet theory.

Let us take

(c, d)

(a, b) (3.56)

to denote the string worldsheet torus correlator where the defect L1 wraps a times the

spatial cycle and c times the temporal cycle, while the defect L2 wraps b times the spatial

cycle and d times the temporal cycle.

Our goal is to compute the amplitude

∫

F

d2τ

Im τ
Zthermal
α,β (t, z; τ) , (3.57)

where we have introduced the modular-invariant thermal worldsheet partition function

Zthermal
α,β =

∑

a,b,c,d∈Z
eπ(ad−bc)Im tpN

(c, d)

(a, b) . (3.58)

Note that in (3.58), we have also accounted for the contribution from the sphere partition

function and introduced fugacity p for the number of fundamental strings N = ad−bc as in
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[13]. This describes closed strings propagating on a thermal background which is modified

by the presence of the spacetime defect L winding (α, β) times around the conformal

boundary. In the case that L is non-invertible, we define L−1 ≡ L†.
Now it is our task to compute the partition function Zthermal

α,β . Let us first focus on a

fixed twisted sector labelled by integers a, b, c, d. For the psu(1, 1|2)1 fermions, the partition

function is easily expressed in terms of ϑ-functions as

∣∣∣∣∣
1

η(τ)2
ϑ

[
a(t+ z)/2

c(t+ z)/2

]
(0; τ) ϑ

[
a(t− z)/2
c(t− z)/2

]
(0; τ)

∣∣∣∣∣

2

, (3.59)

The entries of the theta functions determine the twisted boundary conditions of the world-

sheet fermions pa, θ
a. Specifically, the first theta function is the expression for the p1, θ

1

system, while the second is for the p2, θ
2 system. Here we use the conventions for ϑ-

functions defined below (2.52). We also recall the expression (3.22b) for the partition

function of the ρσ ghost system, which we write as

Zρσ(τ) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
η(τ)4

ϑ
[
0

0

]
(0; τ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

. (3.60)

At the same time, the defect torus correlation function of the defect L in the (a, b, c, d)-

twisted sector of the topologically-twisted T
4 CFT reads

(ZT4)aα+bβ,cα+dβ

[
0

0

]
(0; τ) . (3.61)

Finally, noting the dependence of the spherical defects Lpsu1 and Lpsu2 on the J3
0 current,

the bosonic part of the psu(1, 1|2)1 model contributes with (cf. also eq. (3.23) of [13])

1

2

Im t

|η(τ)2|2
∣∣eiπt(ad−bc)

∣∣2δ(2) (at− b+ τ(ct− d)) =

=
1

2

1

|ct− d|2
Im t

|η(τ)2|2 e
−2π(ad−bc)Im t δ(2)

(
τ − at− b
−ct+ d

)
. (3.62)

It is now manifest that the torus amplitude δ-function localizes precisely at those values of

τ where the worldsheet holomorphically wraps the boundary (spacetime) torus. We have

also remembered to insert the effective inverse volume Im t or the orbifold group generated

by the worldsheet defect L1.
Putting all ingredients together, we obtain that the twisted sector labelled by a, b, c, d

contributes to the thermal partition function Zthermal
α,β as

(c, d)

(a, b) (t, z; τ) =

=
Im t

|ct− d|2|ϑ
[
0

0

]
(0; τ)|2

(ZT4)aα+bβ,cα+dβ

[
0

0

]
(0; τ) δ(2)

(
τ − at− b
−ct+ d

)
×
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× e−2π(ad−bc)Im t

∣∣∣∣∣ϑ
[
a(t+ z)/2

c(t+ z)/2

]
(0; τ) ϑ

[
a(t− z)/2
c(t− z)/2

]
(0; τ)

∣∣∣∣∣

2

. (3.63)

One can readily check that the r.h.s. of (3.63) transforms under PSL(2;Z) as

(c, d)

(a, b)

(
t, z;

Aτ +B

Cτ +D

)
= |Cτ +D|2

(Ca+Dc, Cb+Dd)

(Aa+Bc,Ab+Bd) (t, z; τ) . (3.64)

Hence, upon summing (3.63) over a, b, c, d ∈ Z, we verify that the thermal partition function

Zthermal
α,β is modular invariant (as usual, up to a factor which cancels with the transformation

of the integration measure in (3.57)) and can therefore be meaningfully integrated over the

fundamental domain.

A standard trick is to trade the sum over a, b, c, d and the integral over the fundamental

domain F for a sum over a, d ∈ Z, b = 0, . . . , d − 1 with c = 0 and an integral over the

full upper-half-plane H. We can also use the symmetry (a, b, c, d) → (−a,−b,−c,−d) to

restrict the sum over d to start from d = 1 (excluding the case c = d = 0 as it does not give

rise to a holomorphic covering). Setting c = 0 simplifies the above expression considerably,

since we can write

ϑ

[
a(t+ z)/2

c(t+ z)/2

]
(0; τ) ϑ

[
a(t− z)/2
c(t− z)/2

]
(0; τ) =

c→0
= ϑ

[
0

0

](
a(t+ z)

2
; τ

)
ϑ

[
0

0

](
a(t− z)

2
; τ

)
.

(3.65)

Furthermore, the delta function in the string partition function allows us to set t = (dτ +

b)/a, so that the theta function combination becomes

ϑ

[
0

0

](
az

2
+
dτ

2
+
b

2
; τ

)
ϑ

[
0

0

](
−az

2
+
dτ

2
+
b

2
; τ

)
=

= |q|− d2

2 ϑ

[
b
2
d
2

](az
2
; τ
)
ϑ

[
b
2
d
2

](
−az

2
; τ
)
,

(3.66)

where in the second line we have used standard theta function identities relating half-lattice

shifts in the chemical potential to change in spin structure. Using this result, we can write

the (a, b, c, d) sector partition function (3.63) as

(0, d)

(a, b) (t, z; τ) =
Imt

d2
e−πad Imt(ZT4)aα+bβ,dβ

[
b
2
d
2

]
(az; τ)δ(2)

(
τ − at− b

d

)
. (3.67)

Here, we have used the fact that |q|− d2

2 = eπad Im t in the presence of the delta function.

We have also used the cancellation between the factor of |ϑ
[
0

0

]
(τ)|2 from the T

4 partition
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function with the same factor in the denominator of the ghost partition function to rewrite.

(ZT4)aα+bβ,dβ

[
0

0

]
(0; τ)

∣∣∣ϑ
[
0

0

]
(0; τ)

∣∣∣
2

∣∣∣∣∣ϑ
[
b
2
d
2

](az
2
; τ
)
ϑ

[
b
2
b
2

](
−az

2
; τ
)∣∣∣∣∣

2

= (ZT4)aα+bβ,dβ

[
b
2
d
2

]
(az; τ) .

(3.68)

The end result of the worldsheet partition function is now given as a sum of the

partition function (3.67) over a, d > 0 and b = 0, . . . , d − 1 and integrating over H. After

relabelling b → −b and noting that the contribution due to sphere topologies exactly

cancels with the elliptic prefactor e−πad Im t, this gives the sum over defect Hecke operators

appearing in the exponent of (2.33), that is

∫

F

d2τ

τ2

∞∑

a,d=1

d−1∑

b=0

eπad Im t pad

(0, d)

(a, b) =

=

∞∑

a,d=1

d−1∑

b=0

pad

ad
(ZT4)aα−bβ,dβ

[
b
2
d
2

](
az;

at+ b

d

)
, (3.69)

which in turn can be exactly identified as the connected contribution to the spacetime

defect torus correlator Zα,β for the maximally-fractional defect L0 with winding numbers

(α, β) with the choice of the twisted NS spin structure along the boundary torus.13 Expo-

nentiating this result to account also for the disconnected worldsheets, one readily recovers

the full expression for the grandcanonical defect torus correlator Zα,β(p, z; t), as we have

calculated it in Section 2. We can therefore conclude that maximally-fractional defects L0

winding (α, β)-times around the spacetime torus are holographically dual to closed strings

propagating on thermal backgrounds described by the worldsheet partition function (3.58).

A couple of comments are now in order. First, note that while our calculation only

recovered the R-sector spin structure in the symmetric orbifold, we can recover the expres-

sions for all other spin structures by performing (spacetime) modular transformations on

the integrated result. Second, the above-derived holographic correspondence can be readily

extended for the sign-defect Lsign by noting that replacing

(c, d)

(a, b) −→ (−1)(ad−bc)(α+β) e(aα, cα) e(bβ, dβ)

(c, d)

(a, b) (3.70)

in the definition (3.58) of Zthermal
α,β does not spoil its modular invariance. The sign factors

e(α, β) were defined in (3.39), while the overall factor (−1)(ad−bc)(α+β) can be absorbed

into a redefinition of the fugacity p. Upon integrating over the fundamental domain, we

recover the exact sign structure observed in (2.32) for ǫ = −1.
13The untwisted spacetime NS sector can be obtained by sending z → z + 1, while the R sector would

have been obtained from a BTZ geometry in the bulk [13].
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Also, instead of performing the full Z⊕Z double orbifold by summing over all a, b, c, d ∈
Z, one could have stopped after gauging just the defect L2 (which is associated with the

sum over b, d) while leaving behind just a single insertion of L1 around the spatial cycle

of the worldsheet torus (i.e. setting a = 1, c = 0). This has the effect of implementing

the identification γ ∼ e−2πitγ and, at the same time, reinterpreting the spacetime modular

parameter t as the worldsheet chemical potential for the sl(2,R) current J3
0 . Doing this,

one obtains the global defect partition functions of the type (3.33) and (3.38), noting

that the twisted sectors of this orbifold exactly give rise to the spectrally-flowed sectors

upon identifying d = w. Given an explicit expression for the seed T
4 defect L, such

partition functions can, in turn, be recast as manifest linear combinations of characters

of the worldsheet chiral algebra (3.1). This enables one to read off the representations

appearing in the closed-string vertex operators for such backgrounds (as in (3.31) and

(3.37)).

4 Discussion

In this paper we have discussed construction of topological defects in general symmetric-

product orbifold CFTs. While this is a worthwhile endeavour in its own right, one has to

bear in mind that these are CFTs which (or their deformations) often enter holographic

dualities [76, 99]. Indeed, in the case of a particular choice for the seed theory, we have

exploited this to investigate implications of the presence of topological defects in two-

dimensional spacetime on the physics of tensionless closed strings propagating in three-

dimensional bulk.

In the symmetric-product orbifold we have concentrated on considering the maximally-

fractional defects whose action on local operators preserves the whole of the SN which

permutes the individual copies of the seed theory. These defects carry representation

labels of both the seed-theory chiral algebra, as well as of the orbifold group SN . They

satisfy fusion algebra which comes from tensoring the SN fusion rules with those of the

seed theory. Thus, they not only provide for a natural uplift of whatever symmetry was

present in the seed theory, but are also capable of encoding the symmetry structure of the

SN representations.

Checking the Cardy’s consistency condition, we have obtained the spectra of non-

local states on which such defects may terminate, finding that they transform in the SN
representation determined by the defect label. Narrowing our scope further to consider

defects carrying either the trivial or the sign representation of the symmetric group14 while

keeping the seed CFT defect general, we have shown that the grandcanonical ensemble

of the disorder-field spectra exponentiates and furnishes a multiparticle interpretation in

terms of states with definite statistics: bosonic for the trivial representation and mixed

bosonic / fermionic for the sign representation. Knowledge of the disorder fields is crucial

whenever attempting to derive conservation laws for CFT correlators associated with non-

invertible symmetries: moving a non-invertible defect line past a puncture leaves behind

14As we have discussed, these defects may nevertheless still enter order-disorder dualities involving more

complicated non-invertible duality-like SN representations
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a trailing defect line which terminates at a non-local disorder field inserted at the said

puncture. Such a procedure typically yields interesting relations (order-disorder dualities)

between CFT correlators of local bulk fields a correlators of non-local disorder fields.

To quantify the effects which the topological defects wrapping the spacetime have on

calculating string amplitudes in the bulk, it was crucial to realize that, in the case of the

tensionless AdS3/CFT2 holography at k = 1 units of pure NS-NS flux, the worldsheet

which is to contribute to a given spacetime correlator holomorphically covers the confor-

mal boundary. A maximally-fractional spacetime defect therefore leaves its imprint on

the worldsheet in the form the preimage under the covering map. First, we have noted

that invertible maximally-fractional defect loops wrapping local fields are simply uplifted

to invertible worldsheet defect loops wrapping local insertions of closed-string vertex op-

erators, on which they implement a global worldsheet symmetry. On the other hand,

starting with a non-invertible maximally-fractional defect loop in the spacetime, this can

be first reduced to calculating correlators of the non-local disorder fields connected by

maximally-fractional topological defect lines. We have then shown that reinterpreting these

correlators in terms of worldsheet amplitudes necessitates modifying the closed-string back-

ground to accommodate vertex operators dual to disorder fields. Our discussion in this

paper yields the worldsheet partition functions of these modified backgrounds for any

maximally-fractional spacetime defect carrying the trivial or the sign representation of SN .

Algebraically, these partition functions arise upon gauging a suitable worldsheet defect in

the psu(1, 1|2)1 WZW model tensored with the seed theory defect which was used to define

the maximally-fractional spacetime defect in question, in agreement with the ideas of [70].

Geometrically, such backgrounds should describe brane-like extensions of the spacetime

defects into the bulk.

Finally, we close with a discussion of possible extensions of this work and potential future

directions.

Non-local correlators In this work we mostly considered the computation of torus par-

tition functions of CFTs with topological defects winding various cycles. Another quantity

of interest in field theories with topological defects/non-invertible symmetries are non-local

correlation functions of disorder fields. While we briefly discussed how such correlation

functions look schematically in the symmetric product orbifold in Section 2, we did not

discuss them in detail. It would in particular be interesting to check if we can reproduce

correlation functions of non-local disorder fields in the symmetric orbifold from a worldsheet

computation of amplitudes of closed strings on the backgrounds modified by the presence

of the defects. Such amplitudes would involve insertions of local vertex operators whose

spectra we have identified in this work. In particular, the discussion in Section 3 suggests

that a non-local maximally-fractional disorder field in the w single-cycle twisted sector of

the symmetric orbifold should be holographically dual to a local worldsheet operator in the

w spectrally-flowed sector which is twisted by w copies of the seed defect L in the T4 CFT.

It would be nice to see this duality more concretely by explicitly calculating correlation
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functions of such operators in the worldsheet theory and comparing them to correlators of

disorder fields in the symmetric orbifold. In particular, in this way one would study world-

sheet string manifestations of spacetime order-disorder (Kramers-Wannier-like) dualities

[35, 48] and other consequences of whatever non-invertible symmetries are present in the

theory which lives on the conformal boundary.

Higher tension/supergravity The analysis of this paper, from the bulk side, re-

lied heavily on the special properties of the tensionless (k = 1) worldsheet theory on

AdS3×S3×T
4. While interesting from a technical point of view, this regime of string the-

ory is far removed from the usual supergravity limit which is dual to strongly-coupled field

theory. In order to understand this more conventional AdS/CFT regime, it is necessary to

study worldsheet theories with non-minimal tension. Fortunately, worldsheet string theory

on AdS3 backgrounds supported by pure, generic NS-NS flux are still in principle solv-

able, being described by an SL(2,R) WZW model. On the CFT side, these backgrounds

have recently been reconsidered, and have been argued to be dual to non-compact sym-

metric orbifold CFTs deformed by a non-normalizable marginal operator [100–103] (see

[22, 83, 103, 104] for precision checks of this duality). Given our general discussion of topo-

logical defects in symmetric orbifold theories, it would then be interesting to investigate

the worldsheet dual of topological defects in this non-tensionless holographic setting. Such

an endeavour could shed more light on the details of the geometry of the brane-like bulk

duals, as our construction in this paper was largely algebraic and confined to the stringy

regime at k = 1.

Turning on the R-R flux In [20], the worldsheet operator corresponding to turning

on infinitesimal R-R flux was found, and it was shown in conformal perturbation theory

that this deformation is holographically dual to a particular twisted marginal operator

in the boundary symmetric orbifold. It would be interesting to study the fate of the

worldsheet dual to topological defects that we have identified in this paper and see how

it reacts once the R-R flux is switched on. One could also try approaching this problem

by discussing whether various maximally-fractional defects survive the exactly marginal

deformation in the twisted sector which deforms away from the tensionless point [105–

109], possibly following the flow all the way into the semiclassical supergravity regime

[110, 111].
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A Topological defects in 2d CFT

The usual setup for a 2d CFT X is to consider correlation functions on a generic Riemann

surface with handles, conformal boundaries and punctures (where the states of the Hilbert

space of X are to be inserted). However, it is of physical and mathematical importance

to also consider gluing 2 conformal field theories X1 and X2 along a 1d interface called a

defect line [43–45] (see [29] for a modern review). A particularly interesting and simple case

is when the 2 CFTs are taken to have matching central charge and the gluing conditions

on the chiral stress-energy currents are such that the precise location of the defect line

does not matter as long as the line stays in the same (first) homotopy class of the Riemann

surface. This is achieved by requiring that the conditions

T (1)(z) = T (2)(z) , (A.1a)

T̄ (1)(z̄) = T̄ (2)(z̄) , (A.1b)

on the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components of the stress-energy tensors of the

two CFTs are satisfied along the interface. Such defect lines are known as topological

defects. From now on, the defects we are considering are all topological.

A.1 Defect operators

Let us first consider calculating a correlation function on a sphere where part of the inser-

tions are taken to live in a CFT X1 and the part in a CFT X2. The two CFTs are glued by

means of a closed topological defect loop. By considering the situation (see fig. 5) where

the defect winds around a single puncture (with an insertion, say, in CFT X1), one can

deduce that the defect loop can be associated with a map between the Hilbert spaces of

the two CFTs, namely

L : H1 −→ H2 . (A.2)

Note that in general, this map may not be invertible. That is, denoting by L† the corre-

sponding conjugate map fromH2 toH1, it may not be true that LL† = 1H2 and L†L = 1H1 .

A.1.1 Decomposition into irreps and fusion

For the sake of simplicity, let us fix the two CFTs to be the same from now on, that is

X1 = X2 = X. The requirement of invariance of gluing conditions under a continuous

deformation of a defect line implies that the action of the defect commutes with the action

of Virasoro generators of X, that is

[Ln,L] = 0 , (A.3a)

[L̄n,L] = 0 . (A.3b)
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If the CFT X has a chiral algebra with currents {W (i)} that is larger than the Virasoro

algebra, one may instead impose the conditions LW (i)
n = Ω(W

(i)
n )L, LW̄ (i)

n = Ω̄(W̄
(i)
n )L,

where Ω, Ω̄ are automorphisms of the chiral algebra {W (i)}. Assuming that the full spec-

trum H of the CFT X can be decomposed diagonally into irreducible representations Vj
as

H =
⊕

j

Vj ⊗ Vj , (A.4)

the gluing conditions (A.3b) imply that the defect operator can be expanded as

L =
∑

j

LjΠj , (A.5)

where Πj is intertwiner between Vj ⊗ Vj and VΩ(j) ⊗ VΩ̄(j), namely

Πj =
∑

N,N̄

|Ω(j,N)〉|Ω̄(j, N̄ )〉 〈j,N |〈j, N̄ | , (A.6)

where N, N̄ are some multi-indices labelling the orthonormalized W -descendants consti-

tuting the modules Vj, Vj. Note that Πj may in general not exist for all j once we choose

Ω 6= Ω̄. The defect coefficients Lj then need to be chosen subject to various sewing con-

straints (such as the Cardy condition, which is to be discussed in the next subsection).

Note that by putting Ω = Ω̄ = id and Lj = 1 for all j, one ends up with a trivial (or

identity) defect. Also note that at the level of the defect operators, the fusion of two

topological defects is implemented simply by operator multiplication. For instance, in the

case when Ω = Ω̄ = id, we have

ΠiΠj = δijΠj (A.7)

and so

L(1)L(2) =
∑

j

L(1)j L
(2)
j Πj = L(2)L(1) . (A.8)

We will also say that a given defect is elementary if the corresponding defect operator can-

not be written as a positive-integer linear combination of other defect operators. A defect

is called group-like if it fuses with an arbitrary elementary defect to another elementary

defect.

A.2 Torus correlation functions

As in the case of boundary states, the defect operator L has to satisfy a consistency

condition similar to the Cardy condition for the boundary states [44, 112].
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V
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(a) Sphere correlator with a defect line

wrapping one of the punctures.

×
×

×
L(V )

(b) Equivalent correlator with a new in-

sertion at the south pole.

Figure 5: On the definition of the defect map L.

A.2.1 Bulk channel

Consider first the vacuum correlation function on a torus with modular parameter τ̃ and

let us insert a closed defect loop such that it winds once around the space-like cycle and

zero-times around the τ̃ cycle. This is the same as computing the trace

ZL
1,0(τ̃) = TrH

(
Lq̃L0−c/24 ¯̃qL̄0−c/24

)
, (A.9)

where q̃ ≡ exp(2πiτ̃ ) and ¯ denotes the usual complex conjugation. Note that although

we have taken (A.9) to be Virasoro-specialized, we may in principle also choose to include

chemical potentials of other W -currents. Focusing from now on the case where Ω = id, one

can evaluate (A.9) as

ZL
1,0(τ̃ ) =

∑

j

Ljχj(τ̃ )χj(¯̃τ) , (A.10)

where

χj(τ) = TrVj

(
qL0−c/24

)
(A.11)

denotes the Virasoro-specialized character of Vj. In the case of the trivial defect, the

expression (A.10) clearly reduces to the (modular-invariant) partition function encoding

the bulk spectrum (A.4) of the CFT X.

A.2.2 General winding

In general, we will denote by ZL
m,n(τ) the result of calculating a vacuum correlator on a

torus with modular parameter τ where the defect L wraps m times around the space-like

cycle and n times around the τ -cycle. As the pair of labels (m,n) forms a modular doublet,

we define ZL
m,n to satisfy

ZL
m,n

(
aτ + b

cτ + d

)
= ZL

am+bn,cm+dn(τ) . (A.12)
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A generic correlator ZL
m,n(τ) can then be computed by starting with ZL

gcd(m,n),0(τ), which

can be directly evaluated by (A.9), inserting gcd(m,n) powers of the defect operator L
in the trace, and then applying the rules (A.12) suitably many times.15 In other words,

defining gm,n ≡ gcd(m,n) and introducing an explicit label for the defect in the correlator,

we have

ZL
m,n(τ) = ZLgm,n

µ,ν (τ) , (A.13)

where Lgm,n denotes the defect L fused gm,n-times with itself and we have noted that

for (m,n) 6= (0, 0), we can always write (m,n) = (gm,nµ, gm,nν) for µ, ν ∈ Z such

that gcd(µ, ν) = 1. As we will demonstrate on a number of examples in Appendix B,

taking suitable sums over m,n (possibly decorated with discrete torsion) will result in

modular-invariant quantities which can be interpreted in terms of (generalized) orbifold

partition functions. We will also observe that the Virasoro-specialized torus defect corre-

lators ZL
m,n(τ) are invariant under charge-conjugation of the Hilbert space. Realizing that

C = S2, we can therefore write

ZL
m,n(τ) = ZL

m,n(S
2τ) = ZL

−m,−n(τ) = ZL†

m,n(τ) , (A.14)

where in the last equality, we have noted that ZL†

m,n(τ) = ZL
−m,−n(τ).

A.2.3 Defect-ending fields

In particular, after a modular S-transformation τ̃ = −1/τ , the spatial and temporal cycles

of the torus are interchanged, so that the transformation (A.12) specializes to

ZL
1,0(τ̃) = ZL

0,1(τ) . (A.15)

The correlator ZL
0,1(τ) can then be interpreted as the bulk partition of the CFT X twisted

by the defect. Indeed, it encodes the spectrum HL of defect-ending fields. These are the

fields which, upon being inserted at a puncture, interpolate between the given defect L
and the trivial defect. Or, in other words, fields on which a defect can end. In particular,

we can write

ZL
0,1(τ) = TrHL

(
q̃L0−c/24 ¯̃qL̄0−c/24

)
=
∑

k,k̄

Mk,k̄χk(τ)χk̄(τ̄ ) , (A.16)

where the positive integers Mk,k̄ determine the multiplicity with which the representation

Vk ⊗ Vk appears in HL. These may not be diagonal in k even when the spectrum of local

bulk fields is diagonal (as in (A.4)). More generally, inserting along the τ -cycle of the torus

a pair of topological defects given by the defect operators L(1),L(2) results in a twisted

partition function encoding the spectrum HL(1)L(2) of defect-changing fields interpolating

between the two defects. Given the expressions (A.10) and (A.16) and the modular S-

duality relation (A.15), the statement of the defect Cardy condition can be summarized

by requiring that the defect coefficients Lj are chosen such that the multiplicities Mk,k̄

appearing in (A.16) are positive integers.

15Here we always take gcd(a, b) > 0 and understand ZL
n,0 for n < 0 as a torus correlator with n insertions

of L† along the spacelike cycle of the torus.
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A.2.4 Verlinde lines in RCFTs

In particular, for Ω = id, and, provided that the action of the modular S-transformation

on the characters can be implemented as

χj(− 1
τ ) =

∑

k

Skjχk(τ) (A.17)

(such as for an RCFT), one obtains the relation

Mk,k̄ =
∑

j

LjSkjS∗
k̄j . (A.18)

Moreover, note that in these cases the Cardy condition admits a solution (the Verlinde

topological defect lines)

L(α)j =
Sαj
SIj

, (A.19a)

M
(α)

k,l̄
= N k̄

αk . (A.19b)

where α labels any W -irrep Vα (I labelling the vacuum irrep) and N k̄
αk are the Verlinde

fusion coefficients. It is then straightforward to show that the fusion algebra of such defects

is precisely the Verlinde algebra, namely that

L(α)L(β) =
∑

γ

Nαβ
γL(γ) . (A.20)

In particular, observe that L(α) is group-like if and only if α is a simple current. The defect

operator L(α) then implements the symmetry associated with the simple current α on H.

B Examples of topological defects in RCFTs

In this appendix we will exhibit examples of various topological defects in a number of

CFTs, mainly focusing on the Verlinde lines in rational conformal field theories. These

give rise to both invertible and non-invertible symmetries. We will also observe how to

use torus correlators involving defect insertions to diagnose if a particular symmetry can

be gauged or if it is anomalous and does not give rise to an orbifold CFT. In a number of

cases of defects (including anomalous and non-invertible ones), we will also explicitly check

the validity of our conjecture (2.35).

B.1 Ising CFT

The Ising CFT (central charge 1
2 ) is the simplest of the unitary series of Virasoro minimal

models. It is built from three Virasoro irreps VI, Vε, Vσ with conformal dimensions hI = 0,

hε =
1
2 , hσ = 1

16 . These modules satisfy the Verlinde fusion rules

ε× ε = I , (B.1a)

ε× σ = σ , (B.1b)
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σ × σ = I+ ε (B.1c)

(plus the obvious ones with the identity module). The irrep ε therefore corresponds to a

simple current. These can be obtained using the Verlinde with the modular S-matrix

S =
1

2




1 1
√
2

1 1 −
√
2√

2 −
√
2 0


 . (B.2)

The three irreps assemble into the diagonal spectrum

H = VI ⊗ VI ⊕ Vε ⊗ Vε ⊕ Vσ ⊗ Vσ , (B.3)

which is encoded in the (modular invariant) bulk partition function

Z(τ) = |χI(τ)|2 + |χε(τ)|2 + |χσ(τ)|2 . (B.4)

The three Verlinde defect operators on H are then explicitly written as

L(I) = ΠI⊗Ī +Πε⊗ε̄ +Πσ⊗σ̄ , (B.5a)

L(ε) = ΠI⊗Ī +Πε⊗ε̄ −Πσ⊗σ̄ , (B.5b)

L(σ) =
√
2ΠI⊗Ī −

√
2Πε⊗ε̄ . (B.5c)

They inherit the fusion rules of the corresponding Virasoro modules, namely

L(ε)L(σ) = L(σ) = L(σ)L(ε) , (L(σ))2 = L(I) + L(ε) . (B.6)

B.1.1 The defect L(ε)

The (self-conjugate) defect L(ε) is group-like and implements the Z2 symmetry transforma-

tion L(ε)(σ) = −σ. It is closely related to the defect L(−,−) = (−1)F+F̄ in the free fermion

CFT. A generic vacuum torus correlator involving L(ε) can be compactly expressed as

Z(ε)
m,n(τ) =

1

2
(−1)mn

[
|χI + χε|2 + (−1)n|χI − χε|2 + 2(−1)m|χσ|2

]
(B.7)

and it is readily verified that it obeys the rules (A.12). In particular, from Z
(ε)
0,1(τ) we can

read off the spectrum of operators on which the defect L(ε) can end

H(L(ε)) = (VI ⊗ Vε) ⊕ (Vε ⊗ VI) ⊕ (Vσ ⊗ Vσ) . (B.8)

We observe, that it contains operators with non-integer spin. By performing a sequence of

partial fusion and crossing operations, one can also show that it is possible to rewrite

Z(ε)
m,n(τ) = TrH[(L(ε))n]

[
(L(ε))mqL0− 1

48 q̄L0− 1
48

]
, (B.9)

where we have implicitly used the (unique) defect (L(ε))m+n to resolve the 4-valent defect

junction on the torus in order to define (L(ε))m insertion in the trace over H
[
(L(ε))n

]
. Since

there is no additional phase appearing in front of the trace in (B.9), the Z2 symmetry is

non-anomalous and can be gauged. The corresponding Z2-orbifold torus partition function

can be computed as the manifestly modular-invariant sum

1

|Z2|
∑

m,n∈Z2

Z(ε)
m,n(τ) = |χI(τ)|2 + |χε(τ)|2 + |χσ(τ)|2 . (B.10)

In this simple case, we get back the bulk partition function (B.4).
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B.1.2 The defect L(σ)

On the other hand, the defect L(σ) is non-invertible (but self-conjugate). Since its fusion

can still be expressed as a sum of invertible defects, it is a duality defect. In particular,

it enacts the Kramers-Wannier duality on 2d Ising correlators. The expression for torus

correlators Z
(σ)
m,n(τ) is much more complicated than in the case of L(ε). First, we note that

(L(σ))g =

{
2

g
2
−1
[
L(I) + L(ε)

]
for g > 1 even ,

2
g−1
2 L(σ) for g > 1 odd .

(B.11)

Recalling the property (A.13), the form of Z
(σ)
m,n(τ) therefore depends on the Z2 parity of

gm,n ≡ gcd(m,n). Let us decompose (m,n) = (gm,nµ, gm,nν) where gcd(µ, ν) = 1. For

gm,n ∈ 2Z, we simply have

Z(σ)
m,n(τ) = 2

gm,n
2

−1
[
Z(I)
µ,ν(τ) + Z(ε)

µ,ν(τ)
]
, (B.12)

while for gm,n ∈ 2Z + 1 we obtain

Z(σ)
m,n(τ) =





2
gm,n−2

2

(
e−

iπ
8
(−µν+µ2−1)(χI + χε)(χ̄I − χ̄ε) + c.c.

)
µ+ 1, ν ∈ 2Z

2
gm,n−1

2

(
e−

iπ
8
(µν+ν2−1)(χI + χε)χ̄σ + c.c.

)
µ, ν + 1 ∈ 2Z

2
gm,n−1

2

(
e−

iπ
8
µν(χI − χε)χ̄σ + c.c.

)
µ, ν ∈ 2Z+ 1

. (B.13)

In particular, the torus correlator Z
(σ)
0,1 (τ) encodes the spectrum of operators on which the

defect L(σ) can end, namely

H(L(σ)) = (VI ⊗ Vσ) ⊕ (Vε ⊗ Vσ) ⊕ (Vσ ⊗ VI) ⊕ (Vσ ⊗ Vε) . (B.14)

Again, we note that in contrast with the spectrum of local bulk fields, the spectrum of the

L(σ) defect-ending fields contains fields with non-integral spin.

B.1.3 Checking the cyclic projection

Finally, let us explicitly test the validity of our conjecture (2.35).

Invertible cases

For the defects L(I), L(ε), this follows from the fact that one is able to directly write Z
(ε)
m,n

as a trace over H(Ln) as in (B.9), so that (2.35) holds with

Πd =
1

d

d−1∑

b=0

L−be
2πib
d

(L0−L̄0) . (B.15)

Indeed, since both L(I), L(ε) are group-like, then in order to define the insertion of L−b into

a trace over H(Ld), one can unambiguously resolve the 4-valent defect junction using the

defect Ld−b. The r.h.s. of (B.15) can then be shown to define a projector on H(Ld) on the
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grounds of covariance of Zm,n(τ) under the modular T-transformation. Substituting the

explicit results for Zm,n(τ), one obtains16

Π
(I)
d = δZd

(L0 − L̄0) (B.16)

for the identity defect L(I) (empty torus), while for the defect L(ε) one has

Π
(ε)
d =

{ d ∈ 2Z : δZd
(L0 − L̄0)ΠI⊗Ī + δZd

(L0 − L̄0)Πε⊗ε̄

+δZd
(L0 − L̄0 +

d
2)Πσ⊗σ̄ ,

d ∈ 2Z+ 1 : δZd
(L0 − L̄0 +

d
2)ΠI⊗ε̄ + δZd

(L0 − L̄0 +
d
2)Πε⊗Ī

+δZd
(L0 − L̄0)Πσ⊗σ̄ .

(B.17)

Both Π
(I)
d and Π

(ε)
d are manifest projectors on H[(L(I))d] and H[(L(ε))d].

The non-invertible case

For the non-invertible defect L(σ), one needs to perform a more complicated sequence of

partial fusion and crossing moves in order to recast the correlators Zm,n(τ) in terms of

traces over H(Ld). Nevertheless, one can still explicitly substitute the results (B.12) and

(B.13) for Z
(σ)
m,n(τ) into the l.h.s. of (2.35) to compute the r.h.s. of (2.35) directly. First,

note that for d ∈ 2Z+ 1, one has the spectrum of (L(σ))d defect-ending fields

H
[
(L(σ))d

]
= 2

d−1
2

[
(VI ⊗ Vσ) ⊕ (Vε ⊗ Vσ)⊕ (Vσ ⊗ VI) ⊕ (Vσ ⊗ Vε)

]
, (B.18)

while for d ∈ 2Z, one has

H
[
(L(σ))d

]
= 2

d
2
−1
[
(VI ⊗ VI) ⊕ (Vε ⊗ Vε)⊕

⊕ (VI ⊗ Vε) ⊕ (Vε ⊗ VI) ⊕ 2(Vσ ⊗ Vσ)
]
. (B.19)

That is, as a consequence of the non-trivial g-function of L(σ), the irreducible Virasoro mod-

ules enter H
[
(L(σ))d

]
with non-trivial multiplicities. To facilitate the ensuing calculation,

it is also convenient to note that one can rewrite the l.h.s. of (2.35) as

1

d

∑

b∈Zd

ZL
−b,d(

aτ+b
d ) =

1

d

∑

k|d

∑

β∈Zk

gcd(β,k)=1

ZL
d
k

−β,k(
aτ
d + β

k ) . (B.20)

Then, after a straightforward but rather lengthy manipulation, one finds that for d ∈ 2Z+1

the conjecture (2.35) holds with

Π
(σ)
d =

∑

m∈Zd

M Iσ
d

(m)∑

i=1

δZd
(L0 − L̄0 +

1
16 −m)Π

(m,i)
I⊗σ̄ +

+
∑

m∈Zd

Mεσ
d

(m)∑

i=1

δZd
(L0 − L̄0 − 7

16 −m)Π
(m,i)
ε⊗σ̄ + h.c. , (B.21)

16Here δZd
(m) denotes the δ-distribution on Zd, that is the indicator function on m ≡ 0mod d.
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where the superscripts (m, i) were introduced to differentiate between projectors on the

2
d−1
2 degenerate copies of the Virasoro irreducible modules which are present in (B.18).

Furthermore, M Iσ
d (m) with M εσ

d (m) are numbers which can be expressed as

M Iσ
d (m) =

1

d

∑

k|d
2

d
k
−1

2 e−
iπ
8
(k2−1)ck

[
m− (k2−1)(k−1)

16

]
, (B.22a)

M εσ
d (m) =

1

d

∑

k|d
2

d
k
−1

2 e−
iπ
8
(k2−1)ck

[
m− (k2−1)(k−1)

16 − k−1
2

]
, (B.22b)

where by ck(m), we have denoted the Ramanujan c-function, namely

ck(m) =
∑

α∈Zk

gcd(α,k)=1

e2πi
α
k
m (B.23)

for m ∈ Zk. As can be checked with MATHEMATICA, both M Iσ
d (m) and M εσ

d (m) are

positive-integer valued functions on Zd (that is, d-periodic in m). They also satisfy

∑

m∈Zd

M Iσ
d (m) =

∑

m∈Zd

M εσ
d (m) = 2

d−1
2 , (B.24)

so that the indices (m, i) in the sums in (B.21) exactly resolve the 2
d−1
2 -fold degeneracy of

the Virasoro modules in H
[
(L(σ))d

]
(see (B.18)). The expression (B.21) therefore defines

a good projector on H
[
(L(σ))d

]
for d ∈ 2Z+ 1. For even d, one would instead obtain

Π
(σ)
d =

∑

m∈Zd

Mσσ
d

(m)∑

i=1

δZd
(L0 − L̄0 −m)Π

(m,i)
σ⊗σ̄ +

+
∑

m∈Zd

M II

d
(m)∑

i=1

δZd
(L0 − L̄0 −m)Π

(m,i)

I⊗Ī
+

+
∑

m∈Zd

Mεε
d

(m)∑

i=1

δZd
(L0 − L̄0 −m)Π

(m,i)
ε⊗ε̄ +

+

(
∑

m∈Zd

M Iε
d
(m)∑

i=1

δZd
(L0 − L̄0 +

1
2 −m)Π

(m,i)
I⊗ε̄ + h.c.

)
. (B.25)

In particular, the numbers Mσσ
d (m) can be expressed as

Mσσ
d (m) =

2

d

∑

k| d
2

k odd

2
d
2k

−1ck(m) (B.26)

and can be identified as the lengths of the Varshamov-Tenengolts error-correcting codes

V Tm(d2 ) [113], thus being positive-integer valued functions on Zd for all d. Finally, the
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numbers M II

d (m), M εε
d (m) and M Iε

d (m) can be expressed as

M II
d (m) =

1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

even
k even

2
d
2k ck(m) +

1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

even
k odd

2
d
2k

−1ck(m)+

+
1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

odd
k≡0mod 8

2
d
k
−1

2

[
ck(m+ k(k+2)

16 ) + ck(m+ k(k−2)
16 )

]
+

+
1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

odd
k≡2mod 8

2
d
k
−1

2 ck(m+ k(k−2)
16 )+

+
1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

odd
k≡6mod 8

2
d
k
−1

2 ck(m+ k(k+2)
16 ) (B.27a)

M εε
d (m) =

1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

even
k even

2
d
2k ck(m) +

1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

even
k odd

2
d
2k

−1ck(m)+

− 1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

odd
k≡0mod 8

2
d
k
−1

2

[
ck(m+ k(k+2)

16 ) + ck(m+ k(k−2)
16 )

]
+

− 1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

odd
k≡2mod 8

2
d
k
−1

2 ck(m+ k(k−2)
16 )+

− 1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

odd
k≡6mod 8

2
d
k
−1

2 ck(m+ k(k+2)
16 ) (B.27b)

M Iε
d (m) =

1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

even
k odd

2
d
2k

−1ck(m+ k−1
2 )+

+
1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

odd
k≡4mod 8

2
d
k
−1

2

[
ck(m+ k(k+2)

16 − 1
2) + ck(m+ k(k−2)

16 − 1
2)
]
+

+
1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

odd
k≡2mod 8

2
d
k
−1

2 ck(m+ k(k+2)
16 − 1

2)+
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+
1

d

∑

k|d
d
k

odd
k≡6mod 8

2
d
k
−1

2 ck(m+ k(k−2)
16 − 1

2) . (B.27c)

All M II

d (m), M εε
d (m) and M Iε

d (m) can be tested with MATHEMATICA to be positive-

integer valued functions on Zd and satisfy

1

2

∑

m∈Zd

Mσσ
d (m) =

∑

m∈Zd

M II

d (m) =
∑

m∈Zd

M II

d (m) =
∑

m∈Zd

M Iε
d (m) = 2

d
2
−1 , (B.28)

so that the indices (m, i) in (B.25) correctly resolve the degeneracies of the Virasoro modules

in (B.19). Hence, also for d even, we conclude that (B.25) defines a valid projector on

H
[
(L(σ))d

]
so that the conjecture (2.35) holds.

B.2 (G2)1 WZW model

Let us now review an example of a simple rational CFT containing a defect which is non-

invertible and its fusion cannot be expressed as a sum of invertible defects (that is, it is

not a duality defect). The (G2)1 WZW model is a CFT with central charge c = 14
5 and

two irreps VI and VΦ with dimensions hI = 0, hΦ = 2
5 . The field Φ satisfies the Fibonacci

fusion rule

Φ× Φ = I+Φ , (B.29)

which can be derived from the Verlinde formula using the modular S-matrix

1√
2 + ϕ

(
+1 ϕ

ϕ −1

)
, (B.30)

where ϕ = 1+
√
5

2 denotes the golden ratio. The diagonal Hilbert space of local bulk fields

is encoded in the partition function

Z(τ) = |χI(τ)|2 + |χΦ(τ)|2 . (B.31)

B.2.1 The defect L(Φ)

The non-invertible and non-duality defect L(Φ) corresponding to the representation Φ acts

as

L(Φ) = ϕΠI⊗Ī + (1− ϕ)ΠΦ⊗Φ̄ . (B.32)

Computing general powers of this defect using the fusion rules (B.29), one finds

(L(Φ))k = Fk−1 + FkL(Φ) , (B.33)

where Fk are the Fibonacci numbers, satisfying Fn+1 = Fn+Fn−1 with F0 = 0 and F1 = 1.

For any m,n ∈ Z, let us write (m,n) = (gµ, gν) where g = gcd(m,n) and gcd(µ, ν) = 1.

The generic torus correlators Z
(Φ)
m,n then satisfy

Z(Φ)
m,n(τ) = Fg−1Z(τ) + FgZ

(Φ)
µ,ν (τ) , (B.34)
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where, for µ, ν coprime, one can find (denoting ω = e−
4πi
5 )

Z(Φ)
µ,ν =

{ 2(−1)µ+1 cos µπ
5 |χI|2 +

[
1− 2(−1)µ+1 cos µπ

5

]
|χΦ|2 ν = 0mod 5

|χΦ|2 +
(
ωµνχIχ̄Φ + h.c.

)
ν ∈ {1, 4}mod 5

|χI|2 −
(
ω−µνχIχ̄Φ + h.c.

)
ν ∈ {2, 3}mod 5

. (B.35)

In particular, the Hilbert space H[(L(Φ))d] of the (L(Φ))d defect-ending fields is encoded by

the partition function

Z
(Φ)
0,d = Fg−1|χI|2 + Fg+1|χΦ|2 +

(
FgχIχ̄Φ + h.c.

)
. (B.36)

B.2.2 Checking the cyclic projection

It is then possible to verify that the conjecture (2.35) holds with the projector

Π
(Φ)
d =

∑

m∈Zd

M II

d
(m)∑

i=1

δZd
(L0 − L̄0 −m)Π

(m,i)

I⊗I
+

+
∑

m∈Zd

MΦΦ
d

(m)∑

i=1

δZd
(L0 − L̄0 −m)Π

(m,i)

Φ⊗Φ
+

+

( ∑

m∈Zd

M IΦ
d

(m)∑

i=1

δZd
(L0 − L̄0 +

2
5 −m)Π

(m,i)

I⊗Φ
+ h.c.

)
, (B.37)

where M II

d (m), MΦΦ
d (m), M IΦ

d (m) are numbers which can be expressed in terms of the

Ramanujan c-function as

M II

d (m) =
1

d

∑

k|d
F d

k
−1ck(m) +

1

d

∑

k|d
k≡±2mod 5

F d
k
ck(m)+

+
1

d

∑

k|d
k≡0mod 5

F d
k

[
ck(m) + ck(m+ 2

5k) + ck(m+ 3
5k)
]
, (B.38a)

MΦΦ
d (m) =

1

d

∑

k|d
F d

k
−1ck(m) +

1

d

∑

k|d
k≡±1mod 5

F d
k
ck(m)+

+
1

d

∑

k|d
k≡0mod 5

F d
k

[
ck(m) + ck(m+ 2

5k) + ck(m+ 3
5k)
]
, (B.38b)

M I⊗Φ̄
d (m) =

1

d

∑

k|d
k≡±1mod 5

F d
k
ck(m+ 2

5(k
2 − 1))+

+
1

d

∑

k|d
k≡±2mod 5

F d
k
ck(m− 2

5 (k
2 − 1)) . (B.38c)

One can readily verify (for instance, with MATHEMATICA) that M II

d (m), MΦΦ
d (m),

M IΦ
d (m) are indeed positive-integer valued functions on Zd for all d which, upon summing

over m yield the correct multiplicities of irreducible representations observed in (B.36).
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B.3 SU(2)k WZW model

The irreps Vj of the SU(2)k CFT for k > 1 an integer are labelled by a half-integer j where

0 6 j 6 k
2 . Their conformal dimensions are

hj =
j(j + 1)

k + 2
. (B.39)

The elements of the modular S-matrix are given as

Sj,j′ =

√
2

k + 2
sin

π(2j + 1)(2j′ + 1)

k + 2
. (B.40)

They obey the useful property

Sj, k
2
−j′ = (−1)2jSj,j′ . (B.41)

The Verlinde fusion rules are consistent with the tensor product of SU(2) irreps and read

N j3
j1,j2

=





1 if |j1 − j2| 6 j3 6 min(j1 + j2, k − j1 − j2)
and j1 + j2 + j3 ∈ Z ,

0 otherwise .

(B.42)

We will focus on the case of bulk theories with the diagonal modular invariant

Z(τ) =

k
2∑

j=0

∣∣χj

∣∣2 (B.43)

(corresponding to Ak+1 in the ADE classification). The Verlinde TDLs are then given by

the operators

L(j) =
k
2∑

j′=0

sin π(2j+1)(2j′+1)
k+2

sin π(2j′+1)
k+2

Πj′⊗j′ . (B.44)

It follows that L(k2 ) is group-like: indeed, from (B.42) we have

L(k2 )L(j) = L(k2−j) . (B.45)

In particular, the defect L(k2 ) squares to identity, meaning that it obeys Z2 fusion rules. At

the same time, only L(0) and L(k2 ) have defect g-function equal to 1, so the defects L(j) for
j 6= 0, k2 cannot be group-like.

B.3.1 Torus correlators, gauging and anomalies

Furthermore, we can express a generic torus correlator with the insertions of the defect

L(k2 ) as

Z
(k
2
)

m,n(τ) = (−i)kmn

k
2∑

j=0

(−1)2jmχj(τ) χ̄ k
4
+(j− k

4
)(−1)n(τ̄) . (B.46)
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Note that the spectrum of the defect-ending operators for L(k2 ) reads

H(L(k2 )) =
k
2⊕

j=0

Vj ⊗ V k
2
−j . (B.47)

Observe that for k ∈ 2Z, the correlators (B.46) depend only on the Z2-parity of m,n. As a

consequence, the torus correlators (B.46) can be recast as a pure trace with no prefactors,

namely

Z
(k
2
)

m,n(τ) = Tr
H[(L( k2 ))n]

(L(k2 ))mqL0− c
24 q̄L̄0− c

24 , (B.48)

where the 4-valent junction on the torus is being implicitly resolved into a pair of 3-valent

junctions by the defect (L(k2 ))m+n. This means that the Z2 symmetry generated by the

defect L(k2 ) is non-anomalous. Gauging this Z2 symmetry, the modular-invariant sum

1

|Z2|
∑

m,n∈Z2

Z
(k
2
)

m,n(τ) =
1

|Z2|
∑

m,n∈Z2

Tr
H[(L( k2 ))n]

(L(k2 ))mqL0− c
24 q̄L̄0− c

24 (B.49)

then gives the partition function of the corresponding Z2 orbifold. For k ∈ 4Z, this can be

explicitly evaluated as

k
4
−1∑

j=0
2j even

∣∣χj + χ k
2
−j

∣∣2 + 2
∣∣χ k

4

∣∣2 , (B.50)

which corresponds to the Dk/2+2 series in the ADE classification of SU(2)k modular in-

variants, while for k ∈ 4Z+ 2, we have

k
2∑

j=0
2j even

∣∣χj

∣∣2 +
k
2∑

j=0
2j odd

χj(τ) χ̄ k
2
−j(τ̄) , (B.51)

which in turn corresponds to the Dk/2+1 series. On the other hand, for k ∈ 2Z + 1, the

defect torus correlators depend on m,n modulo 4 because the Z2 symmetry enacted by

the defect L(k2 ) suffers from a ’t Hooft anomaly and cannot be gauged. The exceptional

modular invariants at levels 10, 16 and 28 can be obtained by a generalized orbifolding

procedure involving insertion of certain conformal nets on the torus [50].

B.3.2 Checking the cyclic projection

Let us also test the validity of the conjecture (2.35). First, note that the Hilbert space

H[(L(k2 ))d] of the defect ending fields is simply given by the diagonal bulk CFT partition

function (B.43) for d even and by (B.47) for d odd. Recalling the result (B.46) for the

defect L(k2 ), we indeed obtain that for d ∈ 2Z, the formula (2.35) holds with

Πd =

k
2∑

j=0

δZd

[
L0 − L̄0 + jd+ k

4 d
2
]
Πj⊗j , (B.52)
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while for d ∈ 2Z + 1, we have

Πd =

k
2∑

j=0

δZd

[
L0 − L̄0 + j(d+ 1) + k

4 (d
2 − 1)

]
Πj⊗(k

2
−j) . (B.53)

Both (B.52) and (B.53) are manifest projectors on H
[
(L(k2 ))d

]
for any values of k. This

means that (2.35) holds also for the anomalous defects which occur for odd values of k.

C Examples of topological defects in free CFTs

In this Appendix, we will collect examples of topological defects which will be relevant for

the holographic duality between closed strings on the AdS3 space and the symmetric prod-

uct orbifold CFTs. Our objective here will be to showcase simple examples of topological

defects in these theories. See [51] for a classification of topological defects in c = 1 free

boson theories.

C.1 Non-compact free boson

Let us start by considering a single non-compact free boson CFT (c = 1). The irreps

Vk with respect to the Virasoro algebra enlarged by the U(1) free-boson current ∂X are

labelled by a continuum −∞ 6 k 6 +∞ of momenta. Setting α′ = 1, these have conformal

dimensions hk = k2/4 with respect to the stress-energy tensor

T (z) = :∂X∂X: (z) . (C.1)

The modules Vk are irreducible also w.r.t. the chiral algebra generated by T (z), except for

specific values of k such that k2/4 = j2, where j = 0, 12 , 1, . . . The diagonal spectrum of the

theory is encoded in the partition function

Z(τ) =
1

|η(τ)|2

∞∫

−∞

dk q
k2

4 q̄
k2

4 . (C.2)

C.1.1 Shift-symmetry defects

Let us first consider topological defects satisfying the identity gluing conditions

∂X(1)(z) = ∂X(2)(z) , (C.3a)

∂̄X(1)(z̄) = ∂̄X(2)(z̄) , (C.3b)

along the interface. The corresponding defect operators are labeled by a continuous pa-

rameter ρ ∈ R and read

L(ρ) =
∞∫

−∞

dk e2πikρ
∑

N,N̄

|k,N, N̄ 〉 〈k,N, N̄ | . (C.4)
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Note that the action of L(ρ) on the momentum plane waves implements the translation

symmetry X −→ X +2πρ as we clearly have L(ρ)|k〉 = e2πikρ|k〉. These defects are group-

like with the properties

L(ρ)L(σ) = L(ρ+σ) , (C.5a)

L(0) = id , (C.5b)

L(−ρ) = (L(ρ))−1 = (L(ρ))† . (C.5c)

The corresponding vacuum torus correlator for generic winding numbers (m,w) of the

defect can be readily found as

Z(ρ)
m,w(τ) =

1

|η(τ)|2

∞∫

−∞

dk e2πimkρ q
1
4
(k+wρ)2 q̄

1
4
(k−wρ)2 . (C.6)

Note that by changing the integration variable from k to −k, one can readily see that

Z(ρ)
m,w(τ) = Z

(ρ)
−m,−w(τ) = Z(−ρ)

m,w (τ) , (C.7)

meaning that the defect L(ρ) has the same torus correlators as its conjugate (L(ρ))† = L(−ρ).

In particular, the Hilbert space twisted by w insertions of the defect L(ρ) reads

H[(L(ρ))w] =
∫ ∞

−∞
dk Vk+wρ ⊗ Vk−wρ . (C.8)

We then observe that it is possible to extend the action of the defect operator L(ρ) also on

H[(L(ρ))w] by defining

L(ρ)|H[(L(ρ))w] =

∞∫

−∞

dk e2πikρ
∑

N,N̄

|k + wρ,N, N̄ 〉 〈k − wρ,N, N̄ | , (C.9)

and that these extended operators continue to satisfy the the algebra (C.5). As a result,

the torus correlation function (C.6) can be recast as a trace

Z(ρ)
m,w(τ) = TrH[(L(ρ))w](L(ρ))mqL0− c

24 q̄L̄0− c
24 . (C.10)

This is a manifestation of the fact that the symmetry X −→ X + 2πρ is non-anomalous

and can be gauged by taking the modular sum

|ρ|
∑

m,w∈Z
Z(ρ)
m,w(τ) =

1

|η(τ)|2
∑

n,w∈Z
q

1
4
(n
ρ
+wρ)2 q̄

1
4
(n
ρ
−wρ)2 ≡ Z(|ρ|; τ) . (C.11)

It yields the spectrum of a free boson compactified on a circle with radius R = |ρ|.
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C.1.2 Reflection-symmetry defect

Instead, we will now consider the gluing conditions

∂X(1)(z) = −∂X(2)(z) , (C.12a)

∂̄X(1)(z̄) = −∂̄X(2)(z̄) . (C.12b)

These can be implemented by the (self-conjugate) defect operator

L(−) =

∞∫

−∞

dk
∑

M,M̄

(−1)M+M̄ |−k,M, M̄ 〉 〈k,M, M̄ | . (C.13)

On the momenta, the gluing automorphism Ω acts as Ω(k) = −k and, while on the oscilla-

tors we have Ω(αn) = −αn, Ω(ᾱn) = −ᾱn. That is, the defect L(−) enacts the Z2 reflection

symmetry X −→ −X. Correspondingly, one has

L(−)L(−) = id . (C.14)

The symmetry is non-anomalous and correspondingly, the torus correlators Z
(−)
m,n(τ) are

well-defined for m,n modulo 2. In particular, one can find

Z
(−)
0,0 (τ) = Z(τ) , (C.15a)

Z
(−)
1,0 (τ) = 2

∣∣∣
η

θ2

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣
θ3θ4
η2

∣∣∣ , (C.15b)

Z
(−)
0,1 (τ) = 2

∣∣∣
η

θ4

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣
θ2θ3
η2

∣∣∣ , (C.15c)

Z
(−)
1,1 (τ) = 2

∣∣∣
η

θ3

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣
θ2θ4
η2

∣∣∣ . (C.15d)

The modular-invariant sum

1

2

[
Z

(−)
0,0 + Z

(−)
1,0 + Z

(−)
0,1 + Z

(−)
1,1

]
=

1

2

(
Z(τ) +

∣∣∣
θ3θ4
η2

∣∣∣+
∣∣∣
θ2θ3
η2

∣∣∣+
∣∣∣
θ2θ4
η2

∣∣∣
)

(C.16)

can be recognized as the partition function of the Z2-orbifold of the non-compact free

boson.

C.2 Compactified free boson

Let us now consider various defects for a single free boson compactified on a circle with

radius R. The irreps Vn,w are now labelled by two integers n (momentum) and w (winding).

The spectrum is encoded in the modular invariant partition function (note that we are

setting α′ = 1)

Z(R; τ) =
1

|η(τ)|2
∑

n,w∈Z
q

1
4R2 (n+wR2)2 q̄

1
4R2 (n−wR2)2 . (C.17)
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Defining

kL = n+ wR2 , (C.18a)

kR = n− wR2 , (C.18b)

the corresponding vertex operators can be represented as

Vn,w(z, z̄) = eikLXL(z) eikRXR(z̄) = ei(nX+wX̃)(z, z̄) , (C.19)

where we define

X(z, z̄) = XL(z) +XR(z̄) , (C.20a)

X̃(z, z̄) = R2
[
XL(z)−XR(z̄)

]
. (C.20b)

C.2.1 Shift-symmetry defects

Considering the trivial gluing conditions (C.3), one has a family of defects given by the

operators

L(W,N) =
∑

n,w∈Z
e2πinW e2πiwN

∑

M,M̄

|n,w,M, M̄ 〉 〈n,w,M, M̄ | (C.21)

for any 0 6 W,N < 1. These implement the translations X −→ X + 2πW and X̃ −→
X̃ + 2πN along the circle and its dual. For a generic defect torus correlator, one obtains

Z(W,N)
r,s (R; τ) =

1

|η(τ)|2 e
2πirsWN

∑

n,w∈Z
e2πir(nW+wN)q

1
4R2 [n+sN+(w+sW )R2]2×

× q̄
1

4R2 [n+sN−(w+sW )R2]2 . (C.22)

Note that relabelling the summation indices from (n,w) to (−n,−w) shows that

Z(W,N)
r,s = Z

(W,N)
−r,−s = Z(−W,−N)

r,s , (C.23)

namely that the defect and its conjugate give rise to the same torus correlators. These can

be used to perform an orbifold construction only if W,N are rational: for irrational W,N ,

the corresponding shifts are incompatible with the compactification lattice of X and X̃ and

the modular sum over r, s would not yield a good CFT partition function. For instance,

taking W = a
b (with a, b positive and coprime) and N = 0, the defect operator L(W,N)

generates a cyclic group of order b and one obtains

1

b

∑

r,s∈Zb

Z
(a
b
,0)

r,s (R; τ) =
1

|η(τ)|2
∑

n,w∈Z
q

1
4(a

b
R)2

[n+w(a
b
R)2]2

q̄
1

4(a
b
R)2

[n−w(a
b
R)2]2

, (C.24)

namely, the partition function of a free boson compactified on the circle with radius a
bR.

Such theory can therefore be thought of as a Zb-orbifold X −→ X+2π a
b of the theory with

compactification radius R. Similarly, when N = a
b is non-zero, whileW = 0, orbifolding by

the defect would correspond to the Zb orbifold X̃ −→ X̃+2π a
b which results in a free-boson

theory compactified on a circle with radius b
aR.
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C.2.2 T-duality defects

Unlike in the case of the non-compact free boson, in the compact case it becomes interesting

to study defects with the mixed gluing conditions

∂X(1)(z) = +∂X(2)(z) , (C.25a)

∂̄X(1)(z̄) = −∂̄X(2)(z̄) . (C.25b)

First, compactifying the boson at the self-dual radius R = Rs.d. = 1, it turns out that it is

possible to construct an invertible defect with these gluing conditions. The corresponding

defect operator, which implements the T-duality symmetry on the self-dual Hilbert space,

then reads

LT =
∑

n,w∈Z

∑

N,N̄

(−1)N̄ (−1)wn|w,n,N, N̄ 〉 〈n,w,N, N̄ | . (C.26)

Namely, it acts by swapping w,n and flipping the anti-holomorphic oscillators ᾱn → −ᾱn.

Clearly, acting on the local states in the theory, the operator LT squares to identity, so that

it implements an invertible Z2 symmetry. This should not be surprising, becasue at the

self-dual point, T-duality is a true symmetry of the bulk CFT Hilbert space. Calculating

the defect torus correlators, one would obtain

ZT
0,0(τ, τ̄ ) =

1

|η|2
∑

n,w∈Z
q

1
4
(n+w)2 q̄

1
4
(n−w)2 , (C.27a)

ZT
1,0(τ, τ̄ ) =

1

η

∑

n∈Z
(−1)nqn2 × 1

η̄

√
θ̄3(τ̄ )θ̄4(τ̄ ) =

1

|η|2 |θ3(τ)θ4(τ)| , (C.27b)

ZT
0,1(τ, τ̄ ) =

1

|η|2 |θ2(τ)θ3(τ)| , (C.27c)

ZT
1,1(τ, τ̄ ) =

1

|η|2 |θ2(τ)θ4(τ)| . (C.27d)

These are the same defect torus correlators as in the case of the standard Z2-orbifold

action X → −X, X̃ → −X̃, which is anomaly-free. The T-duality transformation T can

be therefore gauged and one would obtain a theory with partition function of the form

(C.16).

Away from the self-dual radius, one can still construct sensible topological defects

with the mixed gluing conditions (C.25) as long as it is possible to write R2 = p
q for some

coprime positive integers p, q. The corresponding T-duality defect then reads

LT =
√
pq
∑

n∈pZ

∑

w∈qZ

∑

N,N̄

(−1)N̄ |w,n,N, N̄ 〉 〈n,w,N, N̄ | , (C.28)

where the constraints on the sum over n and w ensure that the action of LT remains in

the spectrum of local bulk fields, while preserving the gluing conditions (C.25). We also

note that the defect g-function is now equal to
√
pq, meaning that the defect LT is not
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invertible. To verify that this is the correct value for the g-function, one could compute

the spectrum of the defect-ending fields as

ZT
0,1(τ, τ̄ ) =

1

|η|2
√

1
2

[
θ3(

τ
pq )

2 + θ2(
τ
pq )

2
]
θ̄3(τ̄)θ̄2(τ̄) (C.29)

and check that the multiplicities are the smallest possible positive integers. One can also

expand17

LT(LT)† =
∑

α∈Zp

∑

β∈Zq

L(
α
p
,β
q
)
, (C.30)

so that LT is a duality defect in the sense that only group-like defects appear in the fusion

LT(LT)†.

17Since L
T is self-conjugate, one could equally well write (LT)2 instead of LT(LT)†.
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